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In .the marvelous material development -of Iowa the higher in-
terests of education have not been overlooked. Indeed, Iowa 
could' not have so rapidly attracted to itself that intelligent and 
energetic class of American immigration which now holds its 
fair fields and directs its rapidly growing commerce and manu-
factures if it had, not, from the first. recognized the importance 
impeded by two terrible drag weights, which immigrants1froIJl 
the northern states were unwilling to have forged to,their ,wrists 
and ankles. These were slavery, and ' opp,ositfon to free sp~ec!t 
and free schools. On the other hand; Iowa proclaimed ~~rsel( 
the champion of both of these righ'ts of the people at the very 
outset, and has consistently maintai~ed th,em fr~in ,t4.!:' b-eginning 
of her history until now. As a consequence, 'population ' out of 
the very best elements of this cOilnt,ry and Europe 'has 'steadily ' 
poured into the State, until within thirty years the number of 
inhabitants has incre~sed from 192,214 to 1,624,463, owning ~eal 
and personal property to ·the value of more than twelve hundred 
million dollat:s, where in 1836 there was nothi~g b~t wj ld ,,:ood-
land and prairie, a hunting ground for savages. The follo\\,ing 
table speaks for the intelligence of the people of Iowa, rPore 
unmistakeably than all the other figures of the Census Bureau: 
Items. 1871. 1880. 
School Districts ____________ ___ _____ ' ___ "________ 9,320 - 12,022 
Number of Schools _______ ____________ ,---------"- 8,112 ,i2,799 
Teachers employed _____________________________ . 14;c?70 ',21.575" 
Population (5 to 21)._ ___________________________ 466,629 58~,456 
Scholars enrolled._ ~ ________________ -' ___ _____ __ : 341,938 426,OC)7 
Schoolhouses __ ______ _______ __ ___ . ____ ~ __ .• '. __ ' •• ' 7,598", I1,03' 
Value of Schoolhouses, Lots and Apparatus. __ _ •• _ *6,868,9Ici ' *9,432;359 
Volumes in School Libraries. ___________ ._______ 11,482 22,609 
Total School Expenditures ______________________ $3,269;190 *5,393,{!21 
Permanent School Fund ________________________ *3,191,483 *3,484.411 ' 
of. ,erecting school houses, organizing common 'schools, churches What is it' that inspires opposition to the establishment and 
and Sunday schools, and establishing high schools, ,academies support of high schools? Inspection of- the -tarlists has slio,wn 
and colleges to reconcile families accustomed to such institu- very' conclusively, in nearly e~ery insbnce where a "high senool 
tions in the Eastern States to a change of homes ," Other pri- war has been waged, that the great -body of 'the .opposition "(ex-
v.ations incident t'? a new country can be born~ with fortitude, cept in cases where local feeling in regard to the location' of 
but wise fathers and mothers would not consent to carry their buildings enters into the contc;st), comes' from ' the non-taxJpay-
sOns and daughters into a , Territory or State wbere the demands ing portion of the community. And'yei; invanably, when , such 
of' tHeir high~r natures were likely to go unsatisfied, and the im- a conflict is raging, the cry is raised that these 'schools serve 
porlance of -providing good schools seemed to be neglected or mainly to educate the children of the rich at the expense oHhe' 
treated with indifference by the founders and rulers of the co'm- poor. Jus't as invariably these charges are refuted, but still the 
monwealth. Herein lies the explanation, to a very considenible oppo'sitiori is there: We' seek for other'causes then, and when-
, degree, 'of th~ difference in the rates of growth 'of Missouri, on ever we do so, we shall discover that the penuriousness of a 
the oIi"e 'liand, and Iowa and Kansas on the other. A constantly very small proportio'n of , tb'e tax-payers, the most s'ordid and. ' 
increasing ,stream of immigration has poured into Kansas, di- selfish spirits ih the community, and the bigotry of \a few nar~ ' 
rectlr across the entire breadth of Missouri, swelling its pcipula- row-minded sectarie~~re the',vitalizing forces of th~ opposition~ 
tion to the grand aggregate ' of 995,335 souls in 1880; a gain in But because such forces are always unpopUlar, the men -who are ' 
ten years of 113 per cent., as against an increase of only 26 per moved by them profess other motives: such as that containea in 
cent. in the 'same period, in Missouri. Whatever o'ther causes go the plea of unj~st taxation, class favoritism; tendency of Iiigliel' 
to account for this enormous difference, it can hardly be said education to prejudice children agains't ' ll!-l'll>r; ahd others e~en 
that theY'are to be found in the climate or' the' soil, or in the ' more preposterous. I It would seem as though the fallacy ~nd 
commerCial' advantages of the two~ sections, for if these alone hypocrisy of these objections and professions had been exposed 
w;re 'considered, the tendency, might be to halt the columns' of so dften that it 'can hardly be necessa:ry to ' unveil them again. 
western immigration in the former State. The advantages·, on : 'It is;riever safe. however, ' when the issue .. for or against the 
the 'si<te of Kan,sas exist In the social elements and the spirit of high 'school " is distinctly joined ,on'" the platfor~, in the' press, 
, tlie 'government; and in no one particular have these advantages . and at the 'baJ.lot box, as·it is 'how in' the city of St. Paul, Minn., 
exPressoed' themselves more eloquently than ih the""educational. to 'take it.fdrgranted that the ma~ses *llo Wave 'so much of'tlie 
statistics~ For; "following the example o'f Iowa rather dIan ' that~ 'voting to do; however little they are required to pa:y~ are fami'lilil' 
oT" Missouri, Kansas, as fast as the line of settl~ment advances, ~th the 'fa~ts. which go to tontradict and overthrow the asset:~ 
erects school houses and churches /almost as, sOon as the pioneers' 'tions of th~ op'p6siti6~~ We are graHfied, -therefore,' to;' o1:iSer.v.e 
CII:b~~' arl?, under, roof. ' That h3cS 'been the Cirder of . p~ogress in that the ad¥'ocates .of' IheSt. P,aul1 high :school na¥e' taken" the 
:loYJIi lal' ttie ' pa~t' tHirty, years: Tll.e settl:emen"t'of "Missouri was trouble to in1lestlgate' eV,fr,'i: ehlil'ge .made 1)~ tpe : .an1ii~seho91 .... 
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party, and tb thoio~ghiY ' riddle it with the minni~ 'balis oi fact 
and logic. . ' . 
Among·other facts, here is what they present in answer to the 
p,etense that the anti high school partisans are impelled by a 
'hory and just indignation springing -from a keen sense: of the in-
j'ftsHce of maintaining a high school at the public expense to 
educate few if any but the sons and daughters of the wealthy 
classes: ' J'wo years' ago the parentage of the children in the 
- , .. "' ~.~ . • . . .. I .. ....<; . ._ . ' /_ ._ " .;- .. _ ,r .. ..... . . 
t4,e followers of the, men who,cty out against the public, schools 
ali' Godless, supply the opposition with its rank and ,file9n elec-
tion days, Here, then, our friends at St. Paul will find "the ele-
ment that must be instructed and drilled into their service. Out-
side of these lines they are spe~ding their' ti~~ and strength 
w1!ere' they are little need~d. ' , , 
. _ ... -- -
SDMETHING 'IS WRONG. S~. Paul high school was as follows: 
Merchants ____ ___ _ . _____ ___ __ __ 30 Real estate aients ______ ~ ,-- __ ____ 3 ' . Somethingis wrong either in our educational system or ,in the 
Professional m.en- --- _______ , ____ .- II Ge.;eralagents _______ : _____ ~__ __ 2 power of ' education to secure morality, whel1 two Young II\~ri of 
Clerks _____ ___ ': ___ ____________ 26 Farmers ~ ___________________ '___ 6 mos,f respectab,le :p.arentage and trainiilg" in ' th~ famous college 
P bl' ffi ' ' 6 town of Andov.er, ,one of , them, a ,student of the famous Phillips :s: ~,o ~ers, Iiighor low ______ ! .I-I Farriers -------------'---------- Academy, deliberately, enter, upon a life · of bure:lary, until. they 
, ar 109 ousekeepers . _______ __ " 3 Bolicemen __________ ____________ I are arrested one by a fatal ball and the other by a policeman 
~l'-rb1aborers------------- ~ -'--- • .- , ,5 Pb\>tograpbers_ ..• __ • ________ ___ .. 1 Crime and.'Iespecfability ,:hiive ' gone much tog~t~er of late: 
,~ , ,~s ---,:--.-.---------- ---- 13 Printers. ___ -- . . -.• -~--- .-------- 1 "Good families " have ,been numerously humiliated, by murders, 
Railroad employes ______ ________ 10 Unclassified ____ -- ----- -- --- .--- 24 suicides, and lesser crimes. Colleges have been :tI)e scenes' of Manruract~rers -.:--- -- : - - ~ - ----- 7. . . successful' outlawry, ;e~en splitting, murderous 'as'saults, and 'other 
Expressagents_ •. ____ ~ ___ __ ~ __ ~ _ 2 TotaL _______ ___ _____ . __ 162 disorderly conduct, more , s~ri()\is -Uiftn ordinary" hazing." In 
~ A rece~t in.spectiori 'of t~e high school register shows that the Russia the Nihilists are largely from :the universiti'es, Religious 
6ccupations and stations of the parents of the pupils of the training is scarcely any better as a se.curity. . .Mj,s,sioI)aries"are 
c'urrent ~chooi year are as follows: ' . , mobbed in Mexico by a, rival sect, arid 'pious people gather. to 
. . , hold a, prayer~l!l~eting .ip. Iowa,over all.insane 'g\rl, whom they R~ ~~tate age.~ts . ------- : - ..... ' 6 Express agents --- -'- -"cc--- -.. -- 2 deliberately; ~ee starve herself to death,-Chicago Morning New.s. 
T~ve}ing agents ____ ___ . --- -- --- 8 Engineers - .-~ ---- , -- .. ~ •• , --- , .. 4 . True," !:)omething is wr~:mg ": ~jth humanity; alway;s' has been; 
Mercbants --- - -- .. ----- -----.-- 33 Newspaper officials and' employes_ 7 d I 'II b I . d .. l:1 ' ' an a ways WI e. wrong, so ong as man an woman are Im'-
I mted States officia.ls----.... , -- 4 Printers .... _, ____ :.------------ 4 
Man'ufacturers_ ..... __ .. :: ___ ~ __ 7Clerks ••• ___ .. ____ : __ ._ .. ______ l!i perfect; but whether to the comparative extent thatsucl~ w.riters 
D.ay laborers, .. _._ .. _______ .. ,.. 8 State offi~ials----- ~~ - :: .. ---.-.- , 2 , as a~e q~lOt~d a~ove, wou\d, ha,ye ' us beli~v~, is anoth~r qu~~ti0l!, 
RailrQad10fficials and employes __ • 17 City officia1s __ _ ~ __ . , ~~ .... -.---- 6 If such a!l , e~itor· were a!iked 1VJ1a~ p~oportion of college studen.ts. 
Seamstresse&._ ~ •• ____ _______ · ___ 2 Telegrapb operators ------.. --- ~ I became burglars, and to what comparati've,eJCtent the other e.vi,ls 
Prof~Ssional meti_ ..... __ .. ___ : .. 17 Widows ___ ____ __ -' __ • ____ _____ -' 3 
- ' , ' complainec;1 of prevail in society and church" his explanation, Builders. ___ ..... ____ .. ____ .. __ • 8 Boarding bouse keepers_ . ____ ... 3 " . . . ,. . . ~ . . 
Mecbanics __ .... ______ _________ 3 General agents __ . ______________ woul~ mvolve hlm.lD ndiculous inconSistencies. I~ is ,the, _ " 
~~n~ists •.• _ ••• ' ~ . ___ ... ..... ___ 3 Unclassified ________ ___ .. ______ ;_ 35 fashion of too many news journaHsts, who reach ,ollt , their. 
~<!~tractors.- - - .. " --- ' .. --- .... -- . 4 Briareusly-endowed digitals, in ever}~ di~ection, to give prefer~nl,l.~. 
Barbers . . . ...... _______ ...... __ 2 ·TotaL __ • __ .. _ ........ - ~ , - -218 to the , excremental refuse of the day's events over th~ more, ' . 
. Farmers -- ~ .. -- .. -.-- : -.. -. ---- 8 wholesome and palatable oc<?urrences of. daily life, Th~ 'crim;.,. 
'I. . I • • 
" , ~hese statfstics, effectuallY: l~ispose of the chaI;g~ that this is a inal <;alendar compr,ises ,the , ail~ents, misfortunes and dirty, 
riFh m~n's sch09~. Now we, vi nture our opinion" based ,upon clothes cast off by society, and its lesson, on , the wl!ol.e, ili rilt!telj 
*e"resul~s , ~f investiglltionll,made in other ,places, ,that an i~- a;fayprablc; than a discouraging one. It is not a new discove,ry. 
sp'ec~,ion , of. the asse~sor books· will show that for every dollar of that mere . intellectual training. does "not ins,ure, its rec~pieqt 
~s p~id by. the known opIJone.nts ,C!f the high school there l!-re aga;inst criminal influences or acts" as the above , w\"iter infers· 
twen~y-five dollars, paid by. its advocates ·and supporters. , that it s.hould, or that the reIigi~us cloak is donned by. hypocrites: 
, ~~at ,then are the moti~es -wi?:ich impel the ,majority, or tho;e! and ra!lcals, as a cover for dark plot~ and evil deeds. , Wha..~ 
w1!o intenq to 'vote against the high school D~nds '? Sift the~e civi.lized sq~iety is trying to fipd ~llt is ~he exa~t fl!-cts:a~d-p,hase!l. 
~~n, :an$l you will find that they are controlled P1. the persQna! of the world's ,progress, its good , a,l! well ,as its bad deyelop'-
infi';lence of a few demagogues and priests, and a (ew; , no~ per- ments, the ratio. of ~ealth to dis~a!!e, of , virtue to v,ice, of righ~ 
~ap's ,ope, ~n twenty, of the tax-~ay~r~, Such tax-payers a,re' ,a,s to"wrpng.- Is o~r religious system a succ~s~? at;e our Ic;g~\ 
, ~ ,ru1ll, ,those who have no children of their own , to educate, or remedies adeq,uate to their purpos,e? our governments the, best. ' 
~ho, n,o,~ being w.illing to educate their S~JlS and daughter along adapted to promote .the welfare of the,people ~ Do ~)\~r schools 
w~th th,ose pf their poor, employes and neighbor:s, send' the,m to educate to a' degree commensurate . ~ith . theil', c;ost ? Thj:~~ 
kgarding schools, an4 s,o feel no direc~ conce~n, in, th~ mllintai1n- questions , can only be answered, as the, bookke.epe~ .mak~s~. ~p -
~~ce of, 'a public high school. . ,',,., his b,lli\11ces, by grouping. togeth,er , all the elemet:lts. tha,t ',en~~~ 
. ow, spch a school fu.rnisl\es pl]e of th~ ' fe~ nOIJ-c,qmm.un~~ic .i~to the pr.ob.lem; by ~omp,~ring . tpe . past,'of. , Jl3an and" ~p<;iet~ 
.me~hods! of d.istributing tbe plessings of wea~th among! ther:'~la~,. 'wit~ their, present condit jon. ' Toward ,this . ex.a~in.ation : e,v,ety 
,,~~JI "~9 ,crea,t~ it ,for o~he.x:s. , ~he. employes, of these _ m~!l should ' dS:P!lf)~m~)nt, of useful !lcience' ~ust, co'ntribu,t,e ii every , fact" my.st 
,lte ~~e i?-st t~ fo~19:w ·~heill dic~ates ~'I-.d , \'ef\1s~ tp ,vate, for sch~1 receiv~. 9ue <r~Jlside~at~on; aQd th,e 'p\liIosop,i!:er!. the. statisti-
taxell; kllowing that they have nqt;.,o~ly contribu~e":l to th~ BfP- ciap, "tAC: ~istOltan,(, the, mOl:alist" the scho,?l ~!ld rel\giop!, 
, ~¥ctipn 9f the P!OpertX 'to be taxe<!, but, tl]a~"t~e.m.s~Jves .ap~ ·tea~hers ~re. ,", the ~~hool ~ ' called_ tg t!le, wJFlle:$~ ,stlBld~ . 9p·r 
J ,h,ejr phil/!ren ,ar,C; Q9und in law to defend iq.gajns~. ~iolence. i in .• criticai' ecl,itot. h,im~elf is one: 0(. the: ; t~achers ~o b~ .. t~itlCjl. 
_~~ , it" itattac~ed. ~!lw the~, cll;n such,~mp.\ores~C?, ~p ,th~ pplls }9 'j 9.th~r wo~ds, -.it is t~e : enligh~ene,d . i~l)gmel]t ,:<!f. .ciVii!izal" 
. '1\ d~ye.s ,an!i' vptp.a:g9:inst allY, s<:~ool priv,i1eg~~,t'Yil.ich 'may ~~ I.e- . ~ignrb.ased, pn !l , ~i~e al),d;, c,a.tpoli(; observ~t10~1 of, tpe, .c;nti!~ 
:..~.l;'tlLblis4ed, and supp<lrte~. ~~~ <of J hct, wealdi ~li~y ,we .co~,,! .fiel~, ralber !han '~P~R-; tiJ,e, superficial ' aspe.,<ts~ of.,' the dllY .o:\:,~~ , 
l.tmp.l!lly cre~~~g, and, 8fa;Ddi~~ g1la~ oter? y ~t ~h~s~ men and" ye.ar" that i§ t'1. ~~~rm~e the'cHaracter o~ the, 
, , 
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auchfioral work, and ifs ,stope and influence. In making up this 
j'tU!'gni'cnt'tne 'daily newsgatherer and publisher becoines an indis-
pensable !assisfimt;'but he may greatly simplify the result and 
. use of. his . labors by the ' exhibition of as many views' of the 
}(afeidscdpe of -- humanity as 'possible, not omitting those 'which ' 
di'spl'ay its charms and graces and virtues, in their divine ,lights, 
The 'thief; the burglar and the assassin 'have stood at the head 
of· the column long enough as the highest ideal of daily journal-
ism.' Let us have a'change wliich will show the world not as ' 
black as current sensationalism has painted.ii: 
We have ans'wered our question. Taken in its strict sen'set' 
such is teachingi But there is a larger sense 'in which teaching 
includes all 'the processes of education-the shaping of charac- ' 
ter, the formation of habits, the 'inspiration of sentiments, and ' 
the giving ,force and direction to the whole life. Yet even in 
this higher sphere of education, close thinking will find that the 
teaching process, such as we have described it, forms the IllrgC;'s't 
part of the work done'. Truth, as the intellect sees it, is tlie 
body of which love and goodness and -the heroic are t~e grace-
ful or grand forms. ' 
PRAC'FICAL: rNSTRUCTI0N FOR BOYS. 
, WHAT IS TEACHING? ' The ,Polytechnic. Association, of the American Institute of 
New York, ,holds weekly meetings in the Cooper Institute for the 
BY DR. , J. M. GREGORY. presentation and discussion of scientific and mechanical sub- ' 
.". oJ I 
, Wluil is ' teachz'ng 7 The question is simple. The ,answer 'is jects. I ' I ' cOmi>lex~'- ' Teaching, as commonly understood, is ~el1ing~telling ,At !hes'e m'eetings a ' gr~at ' many interesting facts ai~' elicite~ sonie' fa~t or truth ,to one ignorant of it, with such explanations ' from practical men," and v~luable suggestions made. , A samplJt 
a~d ,illustrations as· shall make: it understoo~: ' 'This definition of the drift of these meetings may ,be interesti~g. One ,IDem- , 
:,-nswc,! s. wc,ll , en\?ugjl for_ a primary conc~ptlOn ,of ,the "w?rk.of ber stated that a 'd~ess of spun glass was being 'made for ,Fanny" 
mstructlOn. If th.e branch to be taught mvolves somethmg to ' " . 'J • - '. , • • I I 
be done, as in teaching the art of writing, then the ,telling must{ Davenport at PIttsb~rg: , I~ ~~ ,t~ De tnm~ed With g as.s ac~. ,A ' 
include also the showing, and the' learning will include 'the" new meth9d of formmg deSigns m glass, by me~!ls of 1;urbubbles 
practice,. ' " " in the substance of the glass, was, described. A discussion .~pon 
: Teachll~g thlls descnbe.d seems Simple and easy. It is often" learning a trade was interesting, Mr. Patridge thought that the 
h5>w.ever, m,;olved lI;nd, difficult. . " . ' old style of learnin'g a trade was obsolete and useless in' such 
The passmg of Ideas from one mmd to another IS not like . . ' ! " ", ,I 
pciuring water f~om . a pitcher 'into a goblet. Two minds :concu~ cases, the_~e bemg ~o need for t~e bo~ to work for years at any 
m the la-et, 'workmg mdependently and ye,t together; the teacher ' of those trades that can , be learned m three months or a yel!-li, 
thinks,and then puts his thoughts in words , The pupil listens, which trades do not deserve hif,h ,wage,s. "..' 
and then from the wor~s reproduces the thoug~t. This series ' There ace many posit~ons pow which are suppose4 t9 be; 
of four a~ts are found 1~ e~ery full act of teachmg. If anyone parts of trades, Which ate prkctically trades ' by themsel'ves, 
o~ t,he~ IS wantmg, ,or IS Imperfectly performed, the teaching though perhaps 'of a low grade. For example: the d.ri~l lpre~s-. 
wdl be l~perfect. man of to-day would have been a day laborer of ,thirty, -years . 
;E;xp~~}ence proves that each, of t~ese acts !s often, def~~ti!e ago. The .lower 'man has been :Qrought up higher, .-and the 
or lackmg. I : The teacher may fail to obtam a full and clear machinist must go up or else come down to the level af the 
c'on~epti<.>n o~ the lesson. It f!1ay lay 0!l 'his 'mind l~ke -the re~, other. The eH:ects of machinery in lifting the iower ~lasses ' ~~d 
flectlon ' m disturbed waters, dim and distorted; or It 'may be pushing workmen ehher up in o' Higher or 'down mto: -lower 
thllre a ,~ere lifel.ess form, cold and p'owerless. Here teaching ranks was_ then ' noticed~ The machinist of the . dl1-Y was really 
fails at the fountam hea~., '. " . the 'man who was making the machines, not the man, who> was 
~I 'F~e .tea,cher !Day fall also to. g~ve to hiS ~hough,t,. eVen ~hen u,sing them. ,,Girls took thli, p}ace of tqe ,watchmaker in t\le, 
clear m hiS own mmd, clear and VIVid expreSSlGn. HIS language factories and the watchmaker was the man who constructed or ~~y be poor an? inaccurate, or i~ may be obscure and uni~tel1i-- designed the tpols. The iinportance P~ 'selecting, a tnide i:li~t , 
gtble to th~ pupils. In one case It conveys' falsehood, and m the could not be easily supplanted by machmery was urged. . , 
other nothmg.: '. . . ' " '. Too many young men, when getting along well in trade, stop 
.• 3. Th~ ,pUPI~ mar fall to, hste!l' or'to hear corre~tly, ~ll that ,IS growing mel}tally. On the other hand, the well educated 'bolY 
' said. Here knowledge falls midway. No teacqmg IS accom- does not wish to learn a trade. ' The trade and the education 
pliShed. 'No one can teach a st~ne. A.n in,att~ntive mih~ is ~ must g? 'tog~tr~r ' ha~d in , h~n.a. In ~urop~ there are, .. more 
stane. 'Idle, careless, and partial heanng IS httle be.tt~r. B,~ abundant teclim~al schools a'nd Qlere IS m9re oppo~tumty to 
the teacher never so earnest and eloquent, he talks as If m sol1- become an 'educated mecHanic. ' 
tude; ~e,does not tea~h. ',The examples of Peter Cooper and 'George H: Corliss were 
4. Fmally the pupil may neglect or be unable to form a full ' " ' ' . , '. _ , • 
or correct notion of the truths or facts e~pressed. The word's quoted to show what success educatIOn, study and thougHt'were 
come to' him like stately ships full freighted with golden trea- capable of producing. 
Bures; but he is too ignorant or too indolent to break the hatch- It is desirable t.o have )l school in which the young man or boy , 
es. The 'speech is splendid, but it dies on his ear like the, ~ords may work for 'a pOt:tion of the day, and then devote the remain~ 
of an unknown tongue. Most frequently ~eaching fails a~ ,this der to study .of ,su,ch .a, ch!!-racter as ma~ !?~ n~!!ded; . ' 
PQiRt. , . ' . • ' . '.: In r~ply to questions from the Presltierlt, s~me particulars 
These four arc; the' essential steps m teachmg. All, else are were given of several such sclioQIs. One at Sout!l , llend, In4,., 
but aids and adjuncts. Pictures, objects, stories, and illustra- is conducted on tliis principle. It ,is the 'C;ldiolic~· scl\.ool of 
'tions are'useful, only as they help the teacher to reveal the truth, Notre Bame, and has about , 1,000 • pupils . • A110ut half of th-e • 
01' aid', thTe pupil to' receive or understand:it. They are pictured hours are devoted to -the _ ~rade , al1d the re'mainder.to study: l!l 
,sp,eecJi, ~Iothing w:ith light and beauty t,h~ sp~ritu~l i~ea, a~d the .U~ited State~ N;~VI1-~ ; Acaq.emy, ptactic,al" 1p~~hanics, ~.,.e 
summomn'g the lIttle one's eye and' lmagmatlon to help his . taught. Though, notlil!lK IS, made for sale, eac.h ma~ IS ex~ected 
struggling reason, in its efforts to seize tlie invisible. to 'become efficient, 'anp to 'make his own tools. II! the 'morni~g 
In the case of lesspns learned from a book, the writer and his tHe hour 'from 9 to 10 is devoted to stl1dy~' from" 10 t6" '1 r 'to 
book ,stand inpl'ace of the te cher and his 'talk . . The pupil, as mechanics, the forges, etc . . ;From II ,to u to study. I>rill and 
a reader, tUl'ns ~the p,rinted words into mental conceptions as, the dinner take the h.our of; noon. Study -and wark .t~e, up the 
listener does the oral word!\. When text-books are used in, time alternatel~ tlllA · " I I, ' s~4~I'Jhe, ~eac~er has the. humbler ~art of helper to the author. ' ~h!! Presici~ll:t: The,~v.~n~h.g,sc~,!ols of OllT ci,tyt;nay be taken 
He ados nls, efforts to make the autnor's words 'Understood, e;x- advantage of by ,the mechamc B sons. W~ have many SCh90ls 
cetft aliRe' ~metimes· give~ additional lessons. ' ~ .! ,.'; ,I·' in wliich various 'Useful thingS -at~ taught. 'Besides t~e evening ~ 
" 
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schools of the city, the Mechanics' and Tradesmen's Society 
have a school in Sixteenth street, near Broadway. and Cooper 
Union has evening classes. These are free to all, and the boy, 
by a little self-denial, can avail himself of them. It would be a 
greatfadvantage if the boy could work seven hours per day and 
, then have ' two or three hours of instruction. In Europe there 
are many places where there are Sunday classes of mechanics 
and apprentices. These classes are generally in the forenoon, 
and there are lectures given to the students upon physics and 
other kindred subjects. 
PERNICIOUS LITERATURE. 
EXTRACT FROM A RECE NT SERMON DELIVERED BY REV. DR. KITT-
RID('E, OF CHICAGO. 
I often hear that some of you are walking blindfolded through 
this city life, .. unconscious. 0.£ the myriad agencies of hell which 
li~ in wait for your children at every step of advancing years. 
'I am charitable enough to believe that ,your indifference is ex-
p,lained by your ignorance of any danger. Why, take the per-
: nicious literature of the present day, the sensational novels, the 
magazine 'stories, the bouks and pamphlets which portray vice i~ 
seductive charms, inflame the lowest passions of the reader, 
ridicule faith and virtue, 'and insult the com mOl} sense of society 
by the!r miserable pollutj ng daubs. The demoralizing literature 
is omnipresent. You will find it in our best book stores (for 
it' sells like cheap.- poisoned candy), in our Chicago public 
library, in all news-stands, on the cars', on steamboats: every-
where stalks this Illoral pestilence that walketh in darkness and 
w~steth at noonday. And yet ' Christian parents seem utterly 
'unconscious of this peril. They have no oversight of the books 
their chUdren read, so- busy are they accumulating a fortune 
which will give but little joy when they see theiiboy a profligate 
through their own neglect. 
,Fathers, mothers, I urge you with an intensity of feeling which 
I Cannot express, to keep a sleepless watch over every page that 
your children read. 'Dhey are not old enough or wise enough 
to dete,ct the stamp of infidelity and lust on the printed page, 
and you are placed by God to do it for them, and stilJ you might 
far bette~ expose your children to the most deadly contagion, 
thus imperiling the physical health, than to permit them to read 
the silly trash called love stories, and th-e degrading romances 
which set passions on fire and pollute every thought's desire of 
the soul. Many a criminal lies in our prisons to· day, many a 
girl from Chrjstian homes is lost to virtue and almost to all 
liope, whose-first downward step was the reading of the very 
literature which your children devour eagerly under your very 
eyes. 
WHAT IS CORPORAL PUNISHMENT? 
BY THE WEEKLY'S BOSTON SCHOOL MA'AM. 
'We should replYt anything that produces 'physical pain or dis-
comfo1't. Some will say l Everybody knows that; why ask such 
an absurd'question? Not so fast, my good , friend. We know 
lome teachers who seem to ,think ,Whipping is the only kind or 
corporal punishment. In lome scliools the rod and ferule are 
Dever used, but, various uncomfortable attitud~s are resorted to 
for 'purposes of punishment. We have seen children made to 
stoop over and touch a crack in the floor; to stand on one foot; 
- or to stand on two feet until ready to sink from 'sheer weariness; 
to hold, up one arm; and do many uncomfortable things in 
, schools where :1I corporal punishment j, never allowed." How 
'fine it all sounds: "Our school is perfect in order and ' disci-
pline, and we never permit corporal punishment within oU,r 
borders." , For our part, we would rather have our children re-
'ceive a good sensible whipping, delivered sufficient hours after 
the offense, to allow every bit of anger c;aused -by the 
offense, to evaporate, than have them p~t through' some of 
the damaging attitudes known as "milder punishments." A ' 
child is a tender plant, and unnatural positions given for misbe-
havior may leave their mark for life. Happy is that teacher who 
can rule her school by love and reason. We suppose, there ' are 
' such"tl1ough we have never happened to meet one who con-
quered all by moral suasion. Yet, we know that some are born 
to' command, and others have to resor~ to certain, measures to 
'enforce obedience, and to be able to, exact and obtain obediet;lce 
without harsh measures is an infallible certificate of success for 
any teacher. Do n.ot substitute for a little corP9,rai puni~hment 
the practice of keeping children iti too much. Even a naughty 
child' cannot be' kept in at recess and after school, several times , 
in a week, without physical injury. Let each teacller choose his , 
own mode of punishment, but let him do whatever he ' do'e~, 
carefully and conscientiously, and when he is per(ecti), good 
natured. Let him 'not be thoughtless, either. He should test 
each of his slight punishments on himself before using them, 
and then carefully make allowance for difference of age ' and 
powers of endurance. In short, punish as little as you can a~d 
retain mastery of the school room; never punish in anger,; do 
not keep the little ones too long in one position, and let them be 
as natural as they can be this side of ,pandemonium. 
WHAT _IS EDUCATION? 
Plato defined education as "the giving to the body and mind 
all the perfection of which they are capable." Rousseau, who 
thought the "golden age" lay in the past, said that "Education 
consists in making the primitive instincts and dispositions the 
constant guides of character and action." Kant, 'also going back 
to the time when God created man in his own image, ' saia, 
"There is in every man a divine ideal, the type after which he 
was created, the germs of a perfect person, and it is the office' of 
education to favor and direct the growth of ' these germs." 
But education comprehends more than the mere evolving of 
what is wrapt 1,Ip in the individual. It includes the transmission 
to him of as much as possible of the attainments and knowledge 
of preceding generations-which not only encircles him ' but 
put it within his power to add somewhat, to his ' inheritance by-
virtue of the advantages derived from them-and thus tends to the 
'onward progress of society. This tr,uth is expressed very forci-
bly by Aristotle, when'he says: .. The most effective way,of. pre-
serving a state is to bring up the citizens 'in ·,the "spirit of the 
government; to fashion and, as it were, to cas~,the~"iii the mould 
of the con'stitution." "The task of the instructor," says Her-
bert, "consists in transmitting and interpreting ,to 'the new gen-
eration t.he experience de the race." 
Well wouiil it be if this comprehensive object of education 
were more generally und~rstood. Then, would we be ' I?pared 
that saddest of all sights to ' the thoughtful lover of his ' race, the 
repetitipn by each generation of the follies and ~eaknesses of 
its predeces~ors~ J;t IS small won~r that the development of 
man proceeas' by such slow and halting steps, since each gener; , 
ation~ Instead ~f beginning its further up~ard ady~nc.e ,at ~he 
highest point to whjch former genj!rations had , ~ttained, ~lip~ 
bac;kwar4 and begins its \,adyance ,over, .territ0rY. al,rC!'dY"CQn-;, 
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queredl. . Parents and teachers shouJ,d remember that one of 
their most imperative duties to the young is to guard them 
against the errors which they themselves have committed. They 
UlIfe,~o,.tlie generation entrusted to them not only care, provision, 
Jl'efp' and instr~ction, bllt also the ripe fruit of their experience. 
, , ''l1his would, aid in educating the' young not merely in book 
knowledge. but in that wiser, more comprehensive knowledge of 
'tliemselyes"of the claims of life upon them, and of their duty 
tow.ard others, which the education of our schools, as at present 
'conducted, takes little account of. Something of this omission 
_m,usrbe supplied, before we can claim to have mastered all the 
, Jpeaning and demands of the wonl education. 
AFTER SCHOOL, WHAT? 
BY MA U'DE MIRROR. 
Do you ever think of it, girls,' in a year or two school life will 
l)e 'done, and then what are you going to do? Did you ever 
rtotfce the difference in expression between ,boys' and girls in 
speaking of the end of school days? Most of the boys say: "I 
will finish school next year and thc::.n I ,am going to strike for a 
prpfession, or work in 'a store or office, to learn the business," 
wlUle most of the girls say: "I am going to graduate next year," 
. and there they stop, as if there were nothing coming after. Why 
sliould this be? Ought not girls 'to have as, definite a purpose 
in life as boys? Perhaps some of ~ou will say: . " Why, after 
we leave school we are going into society, to enjoy ourselves, 
a~d after awhile, we'll get married." Well, do you think you 
will have any the less a good time for having a purpose to work 
for? Or will the having a substantial, practical knowledge of 
a~y one"subject cause you to enjoy any less the 'pleasures of 
married life, or render you less fitted for its responsibilities? 
.Cap you think of any position in which you could be placed 
where a ,thorough knowledge of any subject could be 'a detri-
ment? Would it not rather, either directly or indirectly, be a 
benefit and a pleasure. Therefore, girls, study your own tastes, 
~apabilities, and' circumstances, make up your mind in 'which 
4~rectj~n you can attain the greatest success, ' and then make 
'that your aim, toward which you will bend all your energies; 
and whether ,you. ever ,need to use this knowledge for your own 
supp'ort or , not, it cannot fail to be a source of satisfaction to 
y,ourself and comfo~t to others. With such a pu~pose in view, 
there, will be no longer a question as to what shall. be done after 
school is finished, for it , will only be changing the place and 
manner of our study and work. As ,to the ideai you are to 
strive after, that can hardly be placed too high; only we' must 
not despise the liitle things that seem not to have any relation 
. to Qur life: work. Everything helps, and where many make a 
mistake 'is in having an exalted idea of what would be a grand 
and 'glorious life, and because circumstances seem to keep ,them 
from that, 'overlooking and neglecting the little daily duties that 
. go to make ~p so great a part of.:.our da.ily life. And, gi,rls, one 
f,bIng more,,; do not say, because you ~l',nnot fit yourselves for 
any of. the so-called higher positions in society, you can have no 
aim to work for,. Is it not just as necessary to have good house-
keep~r~, nurses, seamstresses, etc., as artists, doctors, teach~rs 
and writers? What would the latter do without the former? 
and, if we can learn the best and quickest way to do our work, 
and t1)~nJeam enough about art, literature and science to read 
and appreciate the writings, and be the friends and companions 
of. tbese others, as well as caring for 'their physical wants" is it 
not,worth . ,trivin'g for? , ... < • ,,' 
HOME STUDY. 
The relation of home study to school instruction is' one cif the 
vexed questions apt to cause friction between the authorities 'of 
home and school. Under the old regime of teaching, home was 
but the complement of school, the place where were. prepared 
the" tasks" for the hour after hour of recitation in school time: 
Who does not . recollect with gratitude, that sweetest part of a 
holiday, the evening's exemption from study? Teachers am~i­
tious of a high average of marks, and of the profit as well as 
the praise resulting therefrom, are perhaps giv'en to push home 
study too far, and parents brought up under the sam'e system 
are apt to measure the teacher's interest in pupils by the amount 
of book-work to be prepared at home. . 
On the other hand, it is urged that the hours given to s~hool 
are quite sufficient for study; that recreation, the home-life, and 
exercise claim a share in the day on which "le~sons" ought not 
to trench,' In poorer families the help of a' boy or 'gil'l is re-
quired by the parents, and the loss of that help in the afternoon 
or evening seems a very poor return for the effort made in send- , 
ing them to school during t4e day. • ' 
The truth, as usual, lies probably in a middle position. All' 
home study 9f new work shoIIld;,!ls far as · possib~e, be ravoid~!! 
until the pody has outgrown , t~e weakne;;,s ?J chlldh.Qod. ~1l1. 
then, home study should conSIst 'of reVIeWIng the Instruction 
received during the day, with the single exception of going over 
the morning reading lesson. Bu.t for 'healthy, well-grown ,liors 
or girls, we have no fear t~at a ~alI amount of h.ome stud~ WIll 
injure their heal~h, esp~cIally If proper atttentJon be paId t.o 
drill and gymnastics durmg school hours. Far more harm -lS 
done to health far more loss of natural sleep, overstrained nerves, ! and mental add bodily exhaustion are in reality caused by the 
'premature and precocious social dissipation which even in coqn-
' try districts is so common among young' people, who.se he~lth 
would be far l:ietter if they were left un~isturbed at t~elI studIes. 
But for the younger scholars the habItual preparatIon of les-
sons at school will ensure the advic'e and dir~ction of the-teach-
er, will greatly economise tim~, and render the great finder of 
work for .. idle hands" an extmct Satan.-Canada Sclwol Jour-
nal. -
'THIRD INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF GEc>GRA-
, PHY, VENICE, 1881. 
Splcial Corrtsjolld,nct of" Tnt Etlucatltlllal W,ekly." 
WASHINGTON, April 18. 
The Bureau of Education has just received the programme of 
the Third Geographical Congress, to be held in Venice, !n ~e:p-' 
tember 1881, under tpe patronage of His Majestr the King of. 
Italy. " , , 
The Congress wiII be in session from September 15 to Sep-
tember 22, and a geographical exhibition will be held from Sep-
tember I to September 30. • 
The congress ,and the exhibition are u~der the , presidency of 
,His Royal Highness, the Duke of Genoa. , 
The congress)s 'composed Of ,honorary, regular, and assoc~a~e , 
members. Honorary members pay n,o fees; the regular mem" 
,bers pay $8" and the associate members $3. E:very, member of ' 
this body will be entitled to a person~l. ,ticket, to take' pail: . 
' in the proceedings of the congress, to free admission to the ,ex .. 
hibition, and to a '~opy of the transactions. 
The congress will be divided into eight sections, viz. : 
I. Mathematical geography, geodesy, and topography; 
2. Hydrograppy; 
3. Physic,al, meteorologic~, geologi~al, bdt~nil;al, 'a~d zoolo-
gical geography; • 
4" Anthropo~ogical, ethnographical, and philological geog1'a-, 
phy., ' 
'5-.' Historical ~eovaRhr,; ,histo1')' of geo'graphy,. 
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6. Economical geogt:aphy; commercial and statistical geo-
graphy; 
7': .Methods, teaching and diffusion of geography. 
8. Explorations and· travels. 
All tjle. !Dembers m~st give notice of the section which they 
desire 'to join. 
'. ~peakers may use any tongue they prefer. 
Persons desirous of attending the congress must apply for an 
admission ticket to the Executive Committee of the International 
G-eographicaICongress, No. 26, Via del Collegio Romano, Rome, 
I'taly. 
.' Tl,le fees, 40 Italian Lire {$8} for a regular membership, or 15 
~ite \$3) f~r an, associate members~ip must accompany the ap-
pJlca~lon., , ' .' . , . . 
" Payment · may· be made by money order to the F;xecutive 
Committee, or by a check. on a bank in Rome, .to the order of 
tHe Committee. 
GENERAL NEWS' OF ,THE WEEK. , . 
I . 
The gove~nment is consfrained to go to the relief of the sufferers drowned 
~ut by ~h~ overflow of the Missouri and its tributaries in Dakota. The war 
department has borrowed of the interior department one hundred barrels of 
I~lt meat, ou.t of the supplies int~nded for the Indians, to be issued to the 
unfortunates. Governor Ordway and Delegate Bennett addreSsed a relief 
meeting in New Yoric on Sunday evening. 
" P;~idegt Hayes writes a letter to a Western editor" in which he admits 
that he was not a total abstainer from intoxicating drinks when he went into 
the Whlte,House" but he declares that for the past three years he has totally 
a,bstained from the usc of all kinds of Intoxicating liquors .j 'and that he in. 
tends to adhere to ~is li~'c of practice. 
. 'Mayor Means, of ' Cincinnati, is resolved that fheatrel and opera houses 
.liall' not stand' open on Sundays. 'Only two of this class of institutions de. 
fiell his prClhibition last Sunday, and their keepers are to be prosecu ted. 
Dakota seems to be ready for planting in advance of northern Illinois·and 
louthern Wisconsin. It is herald~ through the papers that wheat sowing 
bepn 'on the great farms south of Fargo, last Monday. 
It is rumored that General ~ilpatrick is to be our next Minister to Chili. 
The Mississippi river is said to be open below Dubuque, and a steamboat 
has. left that ,city for St. Louis, heavily loaded. 
' •. ft Is abou~ concluded.by the Republicaus of the U. S. Sen.ate that it is ne· 
ce .. al)' to go into exec~tive seslion on the confirmation of some of the Pre. 
ilaent's' nominees' for certain' offices. 
• bncin~ati street car ~onciu~tors followed the exam pie set them by the 
conductors of Chicago, and on Friday last struck for higher wages. The 
pgb11c icelil to be on the liCie of the conductors, and it looks as if tlie cOliduc. 
tors will-get \heir. dem'lond. 
The reault of inquiries directed to leading agriculturists in all parts of th~ 
Northwest has led to> the opinion that the damage done to the winter wheat 
in Indiana and Illinois by the severe frolts and storms of the last winter and 
thil Iprini, will amount to 'about fifteen per cent., but that the indications 
.. ate, fair for a,gOoa" crop taking the country at large. It Is thought that the ge. 
neral average will fall little, if any, below that of last year. '. 
Tile 'Missfuippi Valley Amateur Rowing Association will hold its next 
&nnw reiatta at Peoria, June 32 to 24. 
'. ~ 'Attempt win be made to induce Gov. Porter, of Iuduuia, .to call another 
extra lellion of the Leiislature to complete the work in progress i the COD_I 
.tltutional ~it of the pres~nt seslion being now close to its last san~. 
The Dllnoia Senate has adopted Munn'l canal resolution, which provides 
that' the commissioners m~y accept (rom the city or' C~icago a flow' of 6o,<?OO 
cubic fcct per minute frpm tbe river into the canal, iii lieu of a supply ' of 
Water from bther IOgrces, providing sgeh cunent ihall \)e accomplished by 
September next. . 
Tlie RothachlllU Rrllle to aid Italy in resuming lpecie payments until all 
- cllploDiatlc qgestioDi with France are 1j:tt1ed. The time has come when it 
IIllot ~ who Illy wbOli natioDi may,so to war, but t!'e groat capi~ts. 
Great Britain has at last concluded to come into the international mone· 
•• a- • • • • 
tary conventi0l,': . ' ... 1 
Chili has not made a generous settlement with Peru. The terms amount. 
to confiscation' in their effect. The illde~nity asked will keep the country 
hopelessly in debt, and, as the treaty stipul~t~s ' that Pe~ is"to' m'aintainno ' 
army or navy for fifty years, it leaves the country at the mercy 'not ; onlY 'of 
the co~querors but defenseless against' internal dissension. 'lllie ' treatY 'is 
harsh aPod unmerciful in the extreme. ; . ' . _ ! v'. 
Th~ German Socialists have selected Vienna as the center of their o)'gani,a., 
,tion. , : . ,'. 
The Japanese have followed the example of the United States and EUN:.. 
pean countries, and :'opened a national exposition. During the first fOftl,'ig4~. 
there were 65,000 visitors. The display of J ~panese products of the. fields, 
the shop and the loom is very creditable, 'and aston:ish~s for~i'gneis, even 
those most familiar with the country. The exp~sition of foreign wares of 
.many kinds is a fine one, a!ld .will be of s.ervice 'in tile': instruction of the lap. 
anese. . 
The King of Abyssinia is dead. He was:killed in battle with a revolted 
tribe, the Assaimerks. His son Michael has been proclaimed King in his 
stead. . . . -'( j 1 1 I I .'! 
The Mghan cavalry r~lieved the ·British at ·Candahar last Vrid\lY, The 
Ameer's infantry will enter the cIty on Thursday, when Ha,h~im Khan will 
assume command: This is the last act in the drama of the Afghan .. war, 
which opened nearly' tb'i~ yea'rs ago, has c~st myriads ~f bUipan' liv~s, ani 
milhons upon millions of treasure,' which"inust be' repaid iii tile swiat of 'ihe 
laboring classes, out of the 'earnings' of peace. . ., 
A petard exploded at the door pf, the Church oC- Santa Maria, in., l\l:adiid,· 
while the edifice was full of wors/tipe!'S, but '!-l\ escaped uninj~r,ed. : 
Senator Windom is resolved to push the silver donar into circulation, and 
to stimulate the demand fo~ them it is' understood that he wili withdia~ the 
'I, ,~ and '5 bil!s from circulation as.fast liS they come into the Treasury. ' 
The l1nited States Treasury now holds '353,866,000 of Go'v!lrnmc'nt bonds ' 
to secure the Nationahbank circulation'. ". ; • 
. The Chicago Board of Tralle, acting lipon information received dire~t 
from .,Gen. Sheri~an, has app.oi!lted a comll}ittee to solicit s,!bscriptions for 
the sufferers whose fields have been devastated and homes destroyed by the 
floods in . Dakota. The lands overflowed were among the m'ost fertile in th~ ' 
Territory, the . longest settled 'and the most p'op.ul';us. · people "wHo were 
accounted well off a few days' ago are now dependent on the liberality of i lhe 
public to keep them from starvation. Subscriptions forwarded to the" Presi. 
dent of the Chicago Board of Trade, for ~akota sufferers," will be lure to 
be wisely appro\?riated where every dollar will render eflici~'!t 'tid. .' I .., 
The French arc gradually completing arrangements for the annexation of 
Tonquin to tbe :french Colony of Co~hl~. China. .' . 
. The Greek note ·accepting·the proposal of ·the Porte is not satisfactory to 
I the Powell, but l'remier Commoundouros peclines to modify its form . . The 
Po)Vers will, therefore, regard the acceptance as an accomplished fact. _ ;,. ,., 
, Dillon, speaking at Kanturk, Irelaud, .said the Iri~h far~ers were agr~ed 
I that unless radical changes were made in the land bill, it would I?e the duty . , 
' of the Irish members of Parliament to reject it with contempt. ' 
.A scheme for the construction of railwaYs in China lias been voted ili' the 
imperial Council. . 
A dispatch froin Halifax, N . S., says the .storm of .Good Friday night .was 
unequalled in destructiveness, even by thj: terrible sto,rm of 1860. , :,. 
The Canadian Government is credited with the intention to deal another 
stroke ~f good policy by. reducing the ' canal tolls two.thirds, This will 
prove a better antidote'for railroad monopoly than all the anti~r~ilroa.d 'leg • 
ioiation of this country for the past ten years. .. . " 
The 'latest circular of the National Board of Health shows that the. death 
rate of Chicago is lower ·than tl.lat of any other city of equa:l-popu)ation., 
The exodus of colored people from the South to Kansas has be$un .ag~in, 
and threatens ~o be greater tha~ last y~a~, when, acc:ordi~g to ' ihed,~~)~rilV~n 
of the I,{ansas State Board ha~ng in .charge the care of ~reedmen, It l~~~ 
after no 'less than 100,000 of th'ese people. . 
. The ·new boundary1ine of Greece includes considera1>le .fess tiian tlie' lin1: ' 
proposed by the Berlin Conference, It extends from PJatamona'on' the-,}Egean' 
Sea, we~tward to a point within six ~iles of Metsovo"a,nd,the'!Jurn.s soqth: 
ward, extenc4ng to the ·eastern line of. the Gulf of Arta. '1'h.is gives nearly, 
~ of· ThessalY to th'e Greeks Clnd near.lyrall of EpiruSf,w~th I.i\P.!,; 14e.f,oYo, 
a\ld ,Arta, to t.he Tur~.. . , .1. ,"'ff •• 1 . ,'J O)i <J 'I'll:, ,,' 
. : L.ord ;8eacoll.sfiel.4- 4ied at 5 .0'!:lock tuesday nio~ning. ;H.e,was·conaC~ogs, 
to. the last. ' ... . . ,!:; :." 'UW :, i • 
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STATE NEWS. 
~2> ~ MICHIGAN. 
':,Thc' fi;st, sliipment of natural ~istory specimens, collected by Mr. Edw. :B.ii~julm in St. Thomas, reached Ann Arbor recently. Representatives of 
the,fpur interests in this enterprise, assisted by Profs. Steere and Spaulding, 
liiwdCd tlie specimens and forwarded them to their allotted places of deposit. 
Pro Steere estimates the value of this first consignment at $1,000. The col-
le'ctlon em braces corals, birds, fishes, sea weeds, :etc. Some very fine speci-
~Ii§. of meiin~~iri~~,~ astra cas, and wadrepones are among the lot. . 
.\ ,;~ :r,\l"e i~stitutes at Albion and Lapeer are as well attended, perhaps, as 
tlIqj;e of last y,ear. 1'!t.e one at Cold~a:t~r .~as a. larger atten~ance. We 
cannot ' speak for . the others. .There IS a marked Improvement m the work 
40'1e. at all three of the J>laces !lamed. This is particularly the case at Albion. The 'Uses' oCinstitutes seem to be better understood, and the work is better 
i j iiema:iized' than formerlv."-Inltr OieatJ. . 
T lie committee on education has reported "a bill to revise and consoli-
dati 'tli'e 'lkw5 . relating to public ins truction 'and primary schools, and to re-
peal all statutes and acts controvening the provisions of this act." The bill 
provides that the school inspectors and the . town clerk shan constitute a 
board of school inspectors, and that the inspector whose term will soonest 
~\Ii" shall be ch,,~rman of the board. Three county examiners are to be ~i:tearby" th'e /chairmen of the several town boards, whose duty if shall be 
to' e'Xainiiie Candidlites and issue certificates, 
Tlie' Un.vtrsily.-The University calendar is expected to be issued soon. 
• 'Prof. Tyler ' delivered a 'Iecture,' on the 31st ult., at Howard College, on 
" 'Toryism in the Ame'rican Revolution." 
, t Ile University 'appropriation bill, having previously passed tlie house, 
~~~e'd' the senate with only seven dissenting votes-Governor Jerome has 
aigpe(i' the bill. . 
The; Summary of students, ~s it appears by the calendar, shows (total of 
1,53~ more than one hundr<:d:m excess of last year, The enrollment is as 
fol1oWs l literary, 521; medlcme and surgery, 380 '; law, 371; pharmacy, 88; 
homeopathic, 88,; dental surgery, 86. There are students in attendance from 
thirty.se.VC;n states an~ territo~ies, and from Ontario, New Bru'.'swick, Pro. 
vince of 'Quebec, Mamtoba, NIcaragua, Bermuda I slands, Bavana, Sco'lland, 
'Egypt, and the Ilawaii~n ,Islands. . ' . 
The Teachers' ASSOCIatIon for the countIes of Ionia and Montcalm will 
uieet April 22 and 23· This is the last meeting of the year. A good time 
is expected and a full attendance desired. . 
The Tri.State Teachers' Association met in Toledo, April 16. Prof. 
I . .' N. ,Demmon, of the University, read a paper on "Technical Gram. 
mar ;" Prof .. C. F. R. Bellows, 'Ypsilanti, one on .. Adaptation of Studies to 
Mental Needs,!' and J. W. SmIth, Monroe, one On .. English Composition in 
OUr eountry and City Schools." 
Prof. N. H . ,Walbridge has assumed the editorial chair in the sanctum of 
'Plu Modtralor. May he fill it in'a becoming manner. . 
., The' Monroe school board 'has introduced vocal music as a special study in 
the schools of that city, and employed a Mr. Reynolds as instructor in that 
'branch. . 
Prof. B. A. Latta has taken the place of A. D. Metz as principal of the 
Petoskey ~chools. 
MINNESOTA. 
. Mr:·C. H. Bigelow writes to the Pionur Prtss, St. Paul, as follows: 
T~. ihe Editor of 1M P ;Olutr Press : ' 
Your paper of thi~ .morning's issu.e contains many excellent a!ticles upon 
the high-school queshon, and I deslTe to add a few figures shOWlDg the cost 
. of many, high-school buildings in cities having more or less direct competition 
with us· for people going West : 
Omaha, Neb., about ----- "--.-.--. - .- •• - .. ----- "- .. -. ___ • ____ _ $150 000 
Minneapolis, ·Minn., about .. ----.--.- __ : ___ .. ___ ._ -.--- ____ .__ 75,000 
;Des Moines, Iowa,'abouL. ___ •• __ . .. ___ ____ •• _. ___ ._ .. __ _ ~ __ ._ 60,000 
Topeka, Kin., ahout ____ • ___ : ._. __ • ___ '" __ • •• -. __ • ____ ... __ __ 60,000' 
Columbus, 0 ., about ,_: _. ___ • _. __ • ___ . ______ •• ___ - _-: __ ... ___ • __ 60,000 
Lansing, Mich., abouL _____ . _. __ • •• __ • ___ ._. ______ _ .. ___ . _. ___ 60,000 
Spl'ingfield, 111., about __ ___ ••. ~ •• _. _. ______ • _. ______ • _____ •• _ __ 60,0'J0 
Conncil Bluffs, Ia., about - .. - .. _ •• __ .... _._. ___ • __ . ___ . , __ •• __ • 55,000 
Lincoln, Neb., about'. - •• _. __ _ . _ .. ___ • • ______ • __ •• ___ ... _. _. _. _ 45,600 
Burlin'gton, Ia., about ____ •.• _. _. ___ ' •• _ • __ ! _. __ • ___ _ .. .. _. ___ .. 30,000 
uCrosse, Wis., about ._ ••• • _ .... _____ __ ._ ..... _._ ••• _. ___ . __ . __ 25,000 
Madison, Wis, ·abouL __ • ____ ~ . ~ . _ .. __ _ • ____ ... _._ ..... _. __ •• __ 22,000 
St. Joseph, Mo., abouL_ .. _. ____ ·• __ • _______ ___ • ___ ~--- •• -. - __ __ 20,000 
Cedar,Rapids, Ia., ab'?uL. ___ ._._._ . _ ••• _ .... __ .. _. ____ __ • _____ _ 20,000 
~::rii.l1~i;~a~j,~~~:t.:::: :::::::: : :':::: ~ ::: -:_-.-_._-~ :::::::::: : ::: ~!:~ 
Ibdianapolis, Ind:, about building a new 'one. . 
'({'anSas City, Mo., good one; do not know its cost. 
1\(10 not· think the capital of Minnesota can afford to take any step back-
wards, and til at those who are' contributing individually to build up St.' Paul 
iiboul'd be 'backed by the whole people in this most desirable enterprise. . 
.. ST;,l'AUL, March i8. . C, H. BIGELOW. 
The St. Paul Pionur P,tss'publishes an appeal to ·the voters of that city, 
with the, names of 2,000 citizens, printed in full, urging the people to vote 
{or. the ,issuing of'bonds to erect 'suitable high,school buildings. This appeal 
says: .:,.. . ' . 
, "Tile ~ndersigned herewith expreS& their deliberate convictiQn that, unde,r 
the.: circuin~tances, ' the · erection of"the proposed high school· building is of 
< immjllllC Consequence:to the material and ·educational interests, oLS~ 'Pauli 
"We cannot afford to be behind.othercompeting and rival cities in theedu-
cational advantages offered our people. Two hundred and twentY-Ol,:e cities 
are sustaining hIgh schools with incre~ing favor and liberality, Two thous-
and are now in prosperous existence in Qur ' country. Can St: Paul, in tile 
face ·of such a record, refuse to properly house its awn high school, with its 
thirteen years of successful history and its 130 graduates. I t is not proposed 
to materially increase the expense of the school, but simply to provide for it 
healthful and commodious accom modations. To refuse so to do, would bring 
reproach upon our city, retard its growth and injure its repute abroad. ' 
"We therefore appeal to all citizens, irrespective of party or creed, to unite 
in supporting the bill permitting the erection of the school house re.quirea." 
WISCONSIN. 
Milwauku:-The closing 'exercises of the various' city schools occurred 
during the week ending April 9. The Sixth District school held public ex_ 
aminations, which were largely attended by the parents, 'and where , scliool 
work of various kinds was exhibited. Not only were creditable examina-
~ion papers and drawings shown but also knitting, sewing, embroidery and 
other products of a Saturday industrial school. If the worrisome, ,we\lrisome 
.. school entertainments," costing s~ch time and trouble and showing,none 
of the fruits of actual school work were replaced by something of this Idnd, 
parent and teacher and pupil would be mutually benefitted. 
The schools open for the. spring term on April 19. _ . 
An examination of applicants for teachers' certificates was held·: at (the 
Normal School on Friday and Saturday, April 15 an!lt6. . ',' 
Miss Ida C. Stupinski, of the Thirteenth District school has resigned. 
H~nry D. Goodwin, B. A., read an i~teresting and instructive paper :on 
Philology before the Popular Science Club. Mr. Goodwin is one 'of our 
most promising te!lchers. 
H . J, Desmond, of Milwaukee, has a thoughtful arti'cle on .. Teaching 
Reading to German Children," in the late number of the Wi~(onli,. , 'Jouhlal 
of Edu(alioIJ. Prof. Anderson's paper on "School Discipline " appea" in 
the same issue; 
A case of alleged brutal ' punisliment occurring in the twelfth' ward lias 
occasioned considerable talk at· the recent board meeting. 'Commissioner 
Gray is desirous of having complete and accurate reports of everi ca~ of 
corp';ial punishment mllde to the 'superintendent and. to tile' board . • S!lcll 
reports would undoubtedly check excessive use of the rod to a certa in extent. 
The true teacher, however, needs no such limitations. 
Pupils residing outside of the ci fy limits, attending the city schools must 
hereafter pay tuition for their instruction. . . . 
A MilwaUKee correspondent 'writes to THE WEEKLY as follows, and Yi:e 
publish it to warn our friends, " the regulars, " of the wrath to come': 
. "A movement is under way among a number of assistant teachers in . t~is 
city and county to attend the next meeting of the State Teachers' AsSOCIa-
tion, and clean out' the crowd of bO!lk agents and experienced 'I school men," 
who have made the institution an advertising medium for, the last five yea". 
The Association has dwindled down to a mutual admiration society of old 
womanish men, who ·put each other' on ',for' papers' in regular rotation. 
It is about time that the privates, who b~ar the brunt of t.he battle, be heard 
from." 
INDIANA. 
There is trouble in Kokomo, Ind., over text-books. Cole, one of the coun-
cilmen, accuses Styer, one of the trustees of the city schools, of corruption 
in the matter of the recent adoption of fext-books for the city schools. Styer 
is one of the proprietors of the only bookstore in the city. H~ .has fou~ht 
the investigation at every step. He claimed that the city council had no 
jurisdiction over him. The Mayor, J . M. DarnaJl, held to this viewandl 
adjourned the council, whereupon the four Democratic members of thaf body 
immediately convened again, put W. S. Armstrong iu t~e. ch.air as president, 
and proposed to try the case. . It seems to be a pohtlcal squabble; rhe 
determination of Mr. Cole is to have Styer. removed, which, of cO,!lrsC male .. 
a place to be filled. 
The seventh annual contest of the Indiana Inter-State Collegiate, Ora.ta-' 
rial :Association was held in Indianapolis last Thursday evening, at English's 
Opera House. The contestants and their subjects were : E. E . Stevensou, 
.. The Brotherhood of Nations," Franklin University; J . M. McBroom, 
.. The Triumphant Nation," Purdue University; Alice Long, . .. Social Evo-
lution," State University; Wm. Floyd, .. A Nation's Virtue," Builer Uni-
versity; H. L. Anderson, " Evolution of Mind," Wabash College; € . . F. 
Collin, "The Philosophy of Skepticism," Asbury University; C. A. Keilt-
wein, .. The Gospel of Dirt," Hanover College. All did' well. but the speak-
ing of I:.ong, Anderson, Floyd and Coffin was excellent. Miss LoDJ 
was especially applauded, anli when the judges came to make up' their dCCl-
sion, it was (ound that her general average was the highest~', On balloling 
for first prize, howeV'er, Collin 'received two 'votes, Anderson one, and Mias 
Long one,.but ,as between Anderson and Miss Long for second prize the !at-' 
ter won. The judges were the HODli. R. S. Taylor, ~orge W. Findley, H. 
W. Harrln'gton, and ProfeSSOr H. S. Tarbell. The follow,inll: officers aud de-
legates were electe~ at the annu"l meeting of the association: President, W. 
B. Hotel, Of Bloomington; Vicc President, C. B. Landis, of Wabash Col-
lege'; Corresponding Secretary, E. E. Stevenson, of Franklin Cullege; Re.' 
cording Secretary, E. L. Phillips, of Butler University; Treasurer, T. C. 
Dawsoa, of Hanover College; delegates to the Inter, State Associatioti\ wllicn 
meets at Jacksonville, Ill., the Iirst Wednesday in May, L. C. Hoss~_But1e~ 
. Univeisity ; ,C., A. Smith, Hanover College" aM C. E: Shejlaro, 0 'VVal)al;1l 
Collej:e. There were three lady delegates·ia the Convention-'-MislC4 'ROl e· 
Joslyn and Grac;e Hoyt. of Auburn University, and Misa Lillian ThompSOD, 
of"F.iiLnklm€ollege. ',~. '. 
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- Mrs. George B: Carpenter has established at Central Mnsic HaIl. a· cooking 
8cl!ool, with Miss Juliet Corson, of New York, as manager. The school is to, be a permanent one, aJld will be managed by a board of directors, to be 
selected by ,the students them~elves , The price of tuition is very low. 
Mias 'Corsoil's reputation in this line' is well known: 
At'~· rece~t missionary meeting in this city, Mrs, Walk,er, of Auburndale, 
MUs., a fqrmer ,missionary to Tur~ey, made a few remarks, and gave an ac· 
. count of the manner in which Lasell Seminary at ' Auburndale is being con-
duc¥ fo~ the benefit of children of missionaries, showing that tbat institu-
tion is accomplishin~ an exceIlent work in this cause. -
H . L. Boltwood, B. G. Dodge, George Howland, Isaac Lesen, and John 
A. E;nanper were appointed to tbe State Boar!i of Education; and H. H. 
McDowell, Trustee of the Reform School. 
A! y~~ng man named Proctor is ~nder arrest at Henry, III., for embezzeling 
school fund.. . 
elliiago.-At the last meeting of tbe Chicago Board of Education, W. K. 
SulUvan, formerly President of the Board, donated to tbe s,cbool fund the sum 
of· t300, being tbe balance left of the amount pi'ovided \;lim as school trustee 
for his expenses. The donor expressed his' desir~ that the amount should be 
reserved as a permanent fund for prizes in grammar schools to pupils who 
may prove tbemselves th'e most efficient 'in 'drawing. ' ,-
On motion of Inspector Hoyne a vote of thanks was tendered. to 'Mr. Sul-
livan for bls donation, and i~ was also ordered that tbe fund sbould be known 
as the Sullivan' scholarship fund ! • 
Tbe committee on prizes reported, recomm'en"in~'tbe purchase'of numer-
ou. articles. Report approved and a:dopted. ' , 
. The committe on text-books made the following report: 
;V;our committee on text-books and course. of instruction would respect-
fully report tbat, they have considered the question of text-books to be used 
in the public schools of the city for tbe school .year 1881.:82, and would rec-
ommend that the text-books in use during the present year be adopted for 
the Icbo!!,1 year 1881-82; witb the followin~ excep,tion,ll, to wit: 
_ In' tbe.~ram!",!-r and primary schools s)lbstitute tbe Model Fourtb Reader 
for tlie Analytlc,al FOllrth Reader, substitute Warren's Primary GeograpJJ.y 
for Mont~itb's Elementary Geography, substitute Wells' Shorter Course in 
Grammar for Greene's Introduc!ion to Grammar, substitute tbe Model Ele-
me~tarY Arithmetic for Robinson!s Elements of. Aritbmetjc, substitute Luc-
ken s German Copy-books for Wernli & Hilimantel's, German Copy-books. 
In tIie hi.:h-school, substitute Swinton's General History for Anderson's 
General History, substitute Tenney's' Elements of ZoolO2}' for Teniley'B 
Natnral Hii'tory, substitute Wentworth's,"Plane and Solid Geometry for 
Bradbury's,GeometrY and Trigonometry, substitute Young's Government Class 
Book for Townsend's Analysis of Civil Government, substitute Jones' lAtin 
Prole Composition for Arnold's l.atin Prose Composition, ~ubstitute White's 
First Lessons in Greek for Boise's Greek Lessons, substitute Hutcbinson's 
Pbysiology for Cutter's Physiology (second book), substitute Zimmerman's 
Claslical ,Reader for Zimmerman's Mannal of German Literature in two 
parts, and..add Metzler's German Grammar. Also omit from the list of text, 
~k. in tJ.>e high-scbool the following-named book, to wit: Freeman's Out-
bnes' of History. ' 
The.following minority report was offered by Inspector Armstrong: "1 con-
cur in the above report with one exception, and tbe exception is tbe' arith-
~etic in use .in the primary grades. I offer as a minonty report that the ' 
arithmetic now in the scbools. viz., Robinson's Elements of Arithmetic, be 
alioPUld as tqe b,?ok t? .~e ,used the ~nsuing year.:' " 
T1ie reP,Ortl were laid over for a monthj accordmg to the rules. and ordered , 
printed"as wcre also a list of books, witb tbe bids which had becn maile by 
pnbliShers, etc. ' , 
'JIhe committee on teachers reported, recommending the appointment of 
t~!' follo~ing teachers to vacan~ie.s as rapidly as they occur: Hattic Besley, 
I Laura G. Colby. Clara. Data. Ltlhe Lein, CID:ra J. Schlcnd, Bertha Schjold-
dager, Ellen M. Smiddy, Marj H. Page, Josephine Leufel, Margaret A. 
Spei~, E. Jose Orton. , ' 
. 'Ehe'rcport was approved. ' , 
The iuperintendent reported the follo\llling assignment of teachers . Minnie 
.Early 1'0 Brigh,ton School,'-Mary N. McKain to the Ward School; Belle H . 
McDonald t~' the Holden School, Esther M. Spraguc to the Foster School, 
- , 'Blan'ca h. Ruthenbcrg \0 the Haven School, Nellie E. Henderson , to the 
'.' Ward Sclioo). Allo the following resignation,s of teachers: Catharille Bass, 
'of the Haven Sl:hool. and MiLy O. Moser, of the Foster School. 
' - ~h~ school agent reportcd fo~ the. month ending March 31, 1881, 'tlie fol-
lowmg among other facts : Cash on band as per last rcport, $21,631.91; 
ICholll fund .. from rents, $18,908:93; from interest,.$8,31840· from city school 
fund, $61,552,88; from city treasurer, $61,552.88; from t,eachels' fund, $4"'0i' ~I Ich90I '~und receiJ>ts, tI50,773.09; from special funds. tl,Ol7. So. Tota 
~p~ tI73~22.50, ,. . 
EXJlClnditures, deposited with tIle city treasurer; 16I,552.88,for teacbers' pay: 
rolla, tS9,~6310Ij 'for Newbury fund, t3.25; total exp,enditures, t121,419.14, 
' C::-.h on bana. Marcli 31, 1881, $52,003.36. ' 
, Tbe 8U~ntendcnt's report, sltowlng the 'following fac~, was presented': 
Total enr~lIment to dllte, 58,531; total number of teacher,:g.w; average daily 
membersblp, 46,3¢;' average datly attendance. 41 ,706; percentage of attend. 
.~ce, 89.9. ' 
EASTERN STATES. 
:the following, figures, compiled from the last repOrt of the Statc Superin. 
' tehdent of Public Instruction fot;, the State of New York plainly show tbe 
" p~dpal fict. a. t~ tlie .:rowth of the pu~lic -school inter~ts of that Spite. 
The ~~fnrea for ODe, year .. be~ ilven~amODnted ~o t..l0,2g!i,9'Z7..a6; 
whicb is about one-fifth of't\:ie tota:\"amount expendcd for public schools in 
the entire Union, as reported "by th~ census of 1850: Total expenditures __ : _______ ~ __________________ __ _______ ,IO,2g6,977.26 '_ 
-Amount paid for teachers' wages __________________________ 7,638.921.88 
Amount paid for sc~ool-houses, repairs, furniture, etc________ 1,145,831.15 ' 
Estimated value of scbool-houses and sit~s---- -- ----------- 30,747,50<),00 Number of school-houses ___________ ,: _________________________ , 1I,899. 
Number of school districts,' exclusive of cities ________ __ ,. , _ __ _ __ 1I,263 
Number of teachers employed for the legal term of schooL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 20,5«)6 
Number of teachers employed during any portion of tlie year_____ 30,730 
Number of children attending public schools _____ ~ _____ : ________ I,03I,593 
Number of persons attending normal schools____ _________________ 5,(53' 
Number of children of school age in private schools _____________ 108,567 
Number of volumes in school district Iibraries ____________ ~ _______ 735,653 
Numbq: of persons in the' State between tbe ages of five and . ' 
. twenty-one years _______________________________________ 1,641,173. 
.... The Union Theoiogical Seminary, of New York, bas purcbased for $V5;-, 
000 a plot of ground bounded by Madison avenue, Fourtb avenue. Sixty-
ninth and Seventieth streets, and a new building will b~ erected 'thereon as , 
speedily as po~sible. " 
EDUCATION ABROAD. 
The other day the larger boys' a~tcnding pubiic-school in the villagC o"~~r­
mony, county of Pertb, Canada, took advantage of the temporary abSence of 
the teacher to seize one of the smaller pupils and try him for murder/ ,At 
all events be was sentcnced to De banged, a,nd with duc ceremony and be-
coming solemnity he was sU,spended by tightly-twisted comforters fastened to 
the clothes-pegs. When released he was nearly strangled. Th~ mother, of 
the cbild laid an information concernil)g this practical joke with one of tbe , 
school trustees, and it is more than likely that tbesc juvenile Jeffries will be 
suspended after anotber f"shion. . 
The Rev. Richard Burgess, tbe Englisb archaeologist, is dead. .. 
One hundred and forty Russian students have been rusticated, this year for 
bolding illegal meetings. ' " . 
PRESBYTERIA~ THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF THE 
NORTHWEST. ., 
Professors ,Bll!ckburn, Halsey. ':nd EIHott, of tbe Presbyterian, Theological 
Seminary of the Nortbwest. have all resigned. and tbeir resignations were' 
a\l accepted at the recent 'meeting of the Board of Directors. , 
The officers this year are : President, Tbomas A. GaIt, of Sterling, 111.; 
"Vice Presid,ent, Robert F. Sample, D. D. j Secretary, the Rev. JohJ!, M . .-
Feris. 
The same Board of Trustees will hold over for another year, witb one ex-
ception, the Rev. John M. Feris being substituted for C. M. Howe. ' . 
The Executive Committee were ele~ted as follows: Judge S • . M. Moore, 
Chairman; C. B. Nelson, the Hon. R. B. MasOR, John M. Feris, H. G. Mil-
ler, Dr. Worrall, and C. L. Merritt. , 
The meeting was exceedingly exclusive and fu\l, the Hon. Cyrus H. Mc' 
Cormick, an honorary member, being ,the only outsider present. ' 
The following professors were elected. three to fill tbe vacancies created 
by the resignation of the professors named above: The Rev. Dr. B. P. War. 
field, Professor of Theology, in place of Prof~ssor Patton; ther Rev. w,. G. 
Craig, D. D;, of Keokuk, Iowa, Professor of Church History; the Rev. Da_ 
vid C, Marcus. of St. Louis . . Professor of Biblical Criticism and Exegesis; 
tbe Rev. Dr. Herrick Johnson, pastor of tbe Fout1b ,Presbyterian Church, ' 
Chicago, l'rofessor of Sacred Rhetoric (for one year); the Rev. Dr. Leroy 
J. Halsey, of Ch\cago, Emeritus Professor, including cburch government and. 
the sacrament; tbe Rev. Edward L. Curtis, now in Germany, tutor in 
Hebrew.. . , 
Tbe ol~ B,oa,rd '?f Directq~, were re-electe!i with tbe exception of S., P. 
,Hedges, !e~igned, whose place_ was filled»y C. _L. Merritt. '__ ,-
, The Treasurer's report was then read, showi'lg that,the institution is now 
substantially out of debt, w,ith the exception of some money due on ·their 
Lake View property. . _ 
. In the ey.en'ing the ceremonies atten!iing the presentation of their diplomas 
to the five sucessful gradulI.tes 9ccure~, the ,exei'!!ise,s being conducted by the 
R·ev. ])r. Mason" of Davenport. _ ' , 
After prayer by the Rev. Dr. Johnson, the e~enin~'s exercises were openea 
with an address on bebalf of the Board of Directors to tbe graduating class 
by the Rev. Dr. Arthur Pee,rson, of D~V,o.it ;, ~he address being on 'tbe neces-
sity of having the Holy Spirit as a helpe~ in tlie ,wor,~ 9f preacbing. 
The Rev. Dr. R. w: Pa~terson followed with an addr~ss to the graduates 
on Tlte uses of apologetics in the ministers' work," the address bein~ full 
of interest arid,earnestness. treating, in the first place, of some of tbe gene;, 
r ral ideas that ought to control th,em in their after studies of apologetics; and/. 
in tbe second place, treatin~ or-the principles by which the minister sbOuld 
be governed in his, defensc.l\nd ,presentation of Christian trutb in the pulpit. 
Dr. Patterson then presented tbeir diplomas to Chalmers F. Carson, of 
Chicago; Frank L. Ferguson, of Rensselae.r, Mo.;;· John C. 'Groennevelt, of 
Holland, Micb.; Peter J. Lenhauts, of Milwaukee; Edward A. McLaury. 
of Chicago, and E;d .. N. Mu~hy, of Allerton, Iowa. , 
MAINE NE\yS.-Hop Bitters, which we adv~ti~e in our, Columns, are .. a 
sure cure for ague, biliousness and kidney complaintS. ,Those who use tbcm , 
say they cannot be t09 ~i&bly recQmme..nde!1. _. Tho~ affiicted, should ' give 
them.a fair t~~l, and w}ll become th~by eilthus~tic"in the' praise of their 
curatlle,!l~I~~,...:f.ottland A~g.IU. • ,.1 )'; , 
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ITHE SCHOOL ROOM. 
HEALTH IN THE SCHOOL. ROOM. 
: 'There is no doubt that the beginning of many serious ailments among 
cbIldren may be traced to the school.room. Sometimes these come from a 
n~glec't of needed exercise. sometimes fr<lm confinemen.t in one position, from 
over.study, excitement, chilly draughts, bad air and over·heated rooms. Now, 
the teacher should know enough of physiology to. enable him to guad against 
these ~hings. He cannot, of course, be a physician; but he should know 
en~ugli of the needs of the human system to prevent him from recklessly 
.~rr,ipg it of air, light, and exercise, and overtaxing.it continually with labor 
lUid excitement. Especially is it to be regretted that he has not some knowl. 
edge of the delicate. character of the nervous system and the injury conse. 
quent upon stimulating it to over.action. We are a terribly nervous people, 
and .~ry generation is more lacking in nervous stamina than the last. Much 
of this is owing to our high. pressure mode of life and work; more, perhaps, 
to high.pressure inethods In education. The watchword of Our educational 
Ipt~; ou~ ' institutes and. lectures on education, is stimulate! stimulate! 
A'l\d yearly, hund're~ of bright young minds go out in 4arkness and death, 
the. victim, of.·,this undue process of stimulation. If teachers only knew lilore 
aJlo.l\.t physio.logy and hygiene, much of this might be prevented. We. beg of 
~hem. to give more' attention to the subject; enough, at least, to be able to 
tpIjlr<\.somewhat their own and their pupils' health in the school.room. 
I , 
!II THE STUDY OJ" GRAMMAR. 
, The study of grammar is"usually, we think, according to the programine of 
improved methods, undertaken too early. There have been many primers of 
&.ramm~ pr~pared of late years, and enthusiastic educators have been a.nx. 
ibus->t<l' test them fully. But the result, as far as o.ur observation goes, has not 
been altogether satisfactory, Grammar cannot 'be understood by an immature 
lIIIind. Its many intricate relations and interdependencies require a full force 
of reason for their comprehension, and all that the little child learns from 
these primers is 'a mere smattering of technical terms, simply because his 
mind is not ,developed enough to take in the real force and bearing of gr3m. 
matial ideas these terms are meant to convey; nor can he in the least under. 
~!And the relation of these ideas to one another. Yet, some one may say, is 
it not betfer for the children to learn e;rammar, even in this imperfect way, 
than not to learn it at all? We are not sure that it is. We have seen early 
and superficial teaching in a difficult subject work an absolu te, life.long in. 
jnry. The child forced thus into a study beyond his comprehension imbibes 
a distaste for it that he probably never recovers from; and more, he proba. 
bly takes ' in' ideas concerning it-if he does take in any ideas at all-which 
are entirely and hopelessly wrong. 
THE TEACHER'S RESPONSIBILITY. 
, .l 
Tlie teacher should enter. upon his work with a full understanding of its 
gra~ responsibility. He will make mistakes, no doubt; but his elrort, his 
constant endeavor, should be to avoid all needless errors. He should reo 
member that his blunders will be likely to injure the children far more than 
they harm him; that though he may soon recover from them, and be none 
tHe worse, their effect may have been of lasting injury to his pupils. It is 
not enough for him to plead that he knew no better. He has assumed to fill 
a place where he is bound to know more than ordinary men. It is wi~h him 
as with· a physician; ignorance is a sin, because his claim to responsibility 
rests on his pretension that he has fitted himself to assume it. Let the 
teacher, ' then, who has no appreciation of the noble character of the du't[e~ 
he haS taken · upon himself, of the grave responsibilities that he has assumed, 
an~ above all, of the' unselfish motives that should actuate him in his work, 
lea"e the calling forthwith, and find work more suited tQ his',sordid mind in 
.co~merciiU pursuits. 
VISIT YOUR SCHOOLS. 
You will find this a ~eat heip to you in gaining in8uence over the little 
folks und~r your care, and keeping them or!1erly and quiet in school. 
Children like tl! feel that the teacher is interested in them, and by this 
means can, the teacher learn more about the real disposition of the little folks 
than he would he likely ever to learn if he saw them only in school. Then, 
too, he sees what in8uences surround them in their homes, and knows better 
liow to cope with ·.their 'peculiarities in t~' school.' A . gr~~t ':'1~n~ is 
further gained by the teacher, if in visiting his pupils, he have tact enough 
to ingratiate himself into favor with the parents. Much of the unruly be. 
havior of children toward their teachers' often arises from some dislike which 
their parents have for the teacher, and which they are likely-with the lack 
of prudence characteristic of half·bred people-":'to mention and dilate upon 
in the presence of the children. When the children hear the teacher spoken 
of disparagingly at home they are not likely to exemplify proper respect for 
him in school. It should be one of the teacher's first aims to endeavor to 
dissipate .any unreasonable prejUdices on the part of parents, by an eftort to 
become acquainted with them, alway. manifesting toward them a spirit of 
frank and honest friendliness which will of itself disarm criticism. When ... 
teacher I)as made all his pupils and their parents his friends hi~ battle for 
success is more than half won. .... 
DISCIPLINE. 
We were in a school not long since where the most admirable discipline 
prevailed. The whole school seemed to be hard at work, .every one em. 
ployed, and apparently pleasantly. employed. The necessary movements of, 
the school.room seemed to ·be made with absolutely' no noise whatever-the 
mere sound of gentle motion, no more. 
We gave the teacher much e9thusiastic p~aise for her successful discipline, 
and begged to know the secret . by which she had secured sucll exoeIIeut 
results. What was her 'method? To our surprise, she assured us that abe ' 
had no disciplinary methods whatever. She never said much to the children 
about order, she said; she kept them busy -and taught them to move quietly. 
.. But do you not have trouble with noisy scholars," we asked, .. the incorri. 
gible ones who will not be orderly," . . 
"Occasionally," she said, a scholar comes who gives us all much trouble 
at first, but after a little time he becomes as quiet as the rest," 
oJ Now, there was a ·secret in this apparently magical success. Thls, teacher 
governed her school so well, because, primarily, she had learned to govern 
herself. Disc!pline is a thing which 'is enforced far more by manner than 
by words. The teacher whose manner expresses perfect self.control will im. 
press this lesson of control on her pupils with a thousand fold more effect, 
even though she may never mention the word order-than one 'without i.t, 
who preaches orderliness all the day long. 
:rELL. TALES. 
Some children _m to be born tell.tales, mischief.makers, busy.bodies in 
other children's affairs. At home Ihey are forever runnine; 'to mother 'with 
tales of brothers' and sisters' misdoi.ngs. At school they are always 1IIling 
teaclur something that they have discovered detrimental to their school. 
mates. One would think these children enjoyed seeing their associate~ 
punished. Such children make splendid monitors, inasmuch as theyhave no 
scruples in reporting all they see, and sometimes their zeal inspires them to' 
see. a little more and jump at conclusions. We do not heartily approve o( 
monitors, though in a large school' they are oftentimes a great help to the 
over·taxed teacher. But renl tell.talu we have no use for. To be sure, 
there are things that parents and teachers. ought to know and when a child 
reveals to paren t or teacher the wrong-doing of a brother, sister, Or school 
mates, because the parent or teacher has impressed upon the child that by 
concealing certain faults she is injuring her schoolmates and hei . kin" she i. 
not tale.bearing. Tell.tales 'are children who are constantly runnine; with 
news, whether at home or at school. Some teachers thoughtlessly encoural:e 
this disposition to report everything seen that does not harmonize with school 
laws. The tell.tale becomes a favorite with the teacher and an object of 
dislike to his or her companions. Now, we t.hink, regardless of, the fact that 
some things pass unseen which the teacher ought· to see, . this 'disposition tl! 
tell of the 'faults of others ought to be discourae;ed "!'ther than enco.urqed. 
<;>therwis:e t~ habit of UI·speaJdng becomes fasteneCi upon the chUd lind lIy. 
and.by some neighllorhood will . be cursed with a gossip, some . home made 
, wretched by an unruly tongue. Why would it not be a good ·thioK to. have 
the monitor, (and right here let me add, nc:.ver have a monitor if you· can 
,help il,). occasionally report all the excellent things she sees, and let her 
learn how much sweeter it is to praise than blame? :When tale. bearing and . 
evil speaking are put down in chilcj.hood we may confidently say there it 
.a good time coming. . 
. HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE should be used when 'yon are n~rvous and 
cannot sleep. . - . . 
Go to H .. B. Bryant:s Chicago Business €ollege, young,man, and improve 
your educatlon. It will pay you fo do\IO. " - ~.. ., , , 
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PRACTICAL COMPOSITION FOR GRAMM:AR GRADES. 
BY J!>HN SW~TT, PRINCIPAL GIRLS' HIGH SCHOOL, SAN FRANCISCO. 
SpeCial Directions for Pupils. 
, 
I. Avoid" fine writing." 
2 • . N ever use two ~ords where one will fully express your meaning. 
3. Avoid long and complicated sentences. . 
4. Divide into paragraphs, and punctuate al you write. . , 
'5. In correcting your first rough draft, observe the following order : 
a. Cross out any adjeclivtl, or. other words that can be spared. 
6. Interline any olpitted words, or transpose any words, phrases or clauses 
to a better position in the sentence. 
'e. Substitute more exact words whenever by doing so you can make the 
sentence clearer . . 
4. Go over your composition very carefully, with reference to I. Spelling; 
2. Capitals; 3, Punctuation; 4, Grammatical correctness; 5. Dot your i'l 
and cross your 1'1. ' 
GENERAL', PIUNCIPLES OF SENT!l:NCE-MAKING. 
"I, Every sentence must be complete. It must contain at least one princi-
jlal.ubject ' and one principal predicate, each of which must either be ex-
pr9~4, or clearly, i'llplied. , , 
2. Explanatory words, phrases or clauses, must be connected as closely as 
possillie to the words which they explain or modify, 
'3: In liniple sentences, be careful about the position of words'and phrases : 
in complex sentences, about the position 'of clauses and the use of connec-
tions: and in compound sentences, about the use of conjunctions of the a,'" 
~. WHen there are several adverbial phra!leS or clauses in a sentence, they 
ahauld be distrihuted over the sentence"instead of being crowded together 
oear, the close. ,.' . I' 
5. Avoid writing long complex or compound sentences. It is better for 
~lPnners to wrjte slrort sentence.. , . 
61' Use only words' whose meaning you fully understand. 
7. Express simple' ideas jn plain word •. 
8. Avoid the lise o( high-sounding adjectives, and high,~own language. 
I 9: l!se only words enough clearly to expre~ your m~ning. • 
THE PARAGRAPH. 
• A paragraph is a closely connected series of sentences relating to the same 
'\Ibj"ct, or to 'some , particular part of a subject. Sentences are built up of 
worlls. phrases and clauses; paragraphs are made up of. simple, complex or 
compound sentences; composition consists of a succession of connected 
paragraphs. 
The art of dividing a pi~ce of composition into paragraphs is best learned 
by noticing carefully the paragraphing in YO\lr readers, histories, or other 
bQOks; but the following directions may' be of use to beginners: , 
I. In general, make a new paragraph whenever you make a new turn of 
tiiought: .' 
2. Denote a ney, paragraph ·by beginning the sentence a short space to the 
neht of the left hand margin. . 
. 3. The sentenc~ included in one paragraph should all relate to the same 
division-of the subject. 
4. The line of thought should be continued between paragraphs, if neces-
"ry"br lome such connectives as 'a'nd, bul, moreover, /ww""er, Ihul, ailM 
Illme IiPlt, etc.-Exehangt. 
GENTRIFUGAL FORCE. 
A PIlOBLEM IN PHILOSOPHY. 
PROBLEM. 
. To find a measure (or centrifugal force when 'we have the length Of the 
radiu. (A B), the weight ·of the body, and rate of motion given'. 
DescrIbe a circle, and through it draw a line representing the diameter. 
, Mark one extremity of this diameter 'with the letter A, and the cent~r of the 
circle wltb tbe letter B. From the point A draw a line perpendicular to the 
diameter,' that is to sa:y, a tan!:ent line From any polndn the di~meter line 
between A and B, marked m, draw a line parallel to the tangent above drawn: 
and mark the point where it crosses the circumference o( the circle with tbe 
letter n. ' 
. Suppose a ball' attached to a string to be revolving o~er a per(ectly smooth 
Ianace (horizontal).. A B is equal- to tbe length o( the string, .An is the dis: 
taDce over wbich the ball pass~s, in some unit of time, aud 'Am is tile dis-
tance over which the string draws it, in the same unit of time' hence Am 
represents the tension of the striug or centrifugal (orce. ' - ' 
" I. Let A",=V (velocity) and Am equals C (centrifugal) (orce. Then by a 
propositioll ,in geometrYr you 'can prove An' = 2 A;B xAm, or; '" X2 R xC,; 
or, in oth~r words, the sq)lare of the velocity is equal to twice die radius mul-
t;ipJied by the centrifugal force. from this we see the centrifugal for!=e to be 
eqlJal to the quotient arISing from' dividing the square o( the .velocity by 
" . V· -' , 
tWiae the radius. That is, C=:I R a~' equatioJl of lines. ' 
. , 
2. Let us noYl compa.re thj: ef!'e~t 'of lhe tension whlch the' ball gives the 
string, or, a horizontal plane with the effect of gravity on a body. Let. W 
equal the weight of the ball in Ibs. (weight is the measure of gravity); C 
equal centrifugal force in Ibs.; V 'equal velocity per sec.; R equal length of 
string in feet; g = 16% feet. Then we have the following proportion: 'W: 
C .. g : ~that is, the forces are proportioned to the effects p'roduced. The 
'2R' ' 
weight <if tb~ body is to the centrifugal force as the distance whch g movesi 
the body in one second. ' 
" 3, WenowhaveC=W x~ an equation of weights. Or, multiplying both 
2Rg, 
terms of the (raction by 2 R. we find C= W X '" That is, the ce~trifug;:l 
, 2gR. ' , 
force in pounds is equal to the quotient aris\ng from dividing the 'pi-oduct of-
the weight o( the body and the square of V, by the product of twice the 
radius and 16% feet (or. the distance over 'which I:"avity will draw 'the body 
, 'WxV' ," - , . , 
in one second of time), C=--- an equation of weights. 
2gR. 
4. But if R is taken as I, then the circumference of the circle described 'by 
the ball. is 6.283, Tbis is so, because the circumference of the circle is 'ex-
pressed by 2 P R, P is a constant number, in value 3.1415 or 3 IC7' nearlY. 
Let ,. represent the number of revolutions made in one secOlid, tlien n x ' 
6.283=the velocity per second, and" x 6.283 x R= the velocity in ,any 'case '; 
that is, n X P X 2 R. Since 2 ~ R expresses one revolution in any case, an,d 
n expresses the number of these in a second, it is evident that n x 6.283 must 
be the velocity per second. Now square tbis value o( v and substitute it in 
, h I ' ll be C W (n x R x 6,283)" That' the thud equalton and t e resu t WI ,= x 2 R g' IS, 
C=W x n'xR )( 1.227= the true measure for centrifugal force. 
PRIMARY DEPARTMENT. 
SUPPLEMENTARY BLACKBOARD READING r.ESSON. 
" , 
Two little mice met on the cellar steps. One little' mouse was going up, 
the otber was going down. ' , 
We will call them Gray-back and Sbarp-eyes. 
., I'm so hungry," ,said Gray-back. "I know where ,to find some cheese," 
said Sharp-eyes. 
CI Where?" cried Gray-back. 
Just then they saw the old black cat; so they ran away as fast as they 
could. 
Pussy was hung9', too . 
Above is given the text o( a Blackb9ard supplementary reading lesson., 
Tbe teach~r of prim':ry reading feels tbe need, nay the necessity, of lother 
matter than that furnished by the reading book7"something to vary the usual 
class exercise, so~ethiI!g fres~_ and ~ntertai~ing.: " 
Supplementary reading books, magazines, and papers have been resorted 
to; these are all better , than no attempt for va~iety. But ~he difficulty ' lies 
here, the vocabulary of pupils, especially if reading in First Reader, being 
limited, they meet with ~oo many new words, and new sounds, whicb entirely 
cbange the char~cter of the recitation from what was in~ended-:making ~t 
advance drill work on words, instead of pleasant reading . 
The teacher can do this work berself, can furnish her own supplementary 
lessons, can utilize the words already in possession of the class, and intro-
duce as many new words and sounds as the partiCUlar class can mas'ter qoing 
the reCitation. 
The first remark of. the teacher will be, Co I cannot draw I" No artistic 
drawing is,necessary. 11 is certainly desirable, but the lesson can be just .5 
successfully !:iven with only a rude sketch drawn by way of illu~tration. 
Indeed, one of the happies~ exercises of this kind I ever saw,' was when '~e 
teacher drew an imnossible cat upon tbe board, which cat was pronounced a 
chicken by a very small number of the class-much to tbe amusement of the 
I others, who immediately began naming the difference between cats and chick-
ens; and in their childish-way s~esting to the teacher that by erasing cer-
I tain lines and making the taillonger, she could make the, resemblance tc? a 
, cat much more obvious. ' " . 
The prelimi~ary work, that is the pict~re '~nd the taiking, need <kcupy ' 
but a few moments of the time; but it is absolutely necessary, iii order to 
secure attention, to explain the lesson and to 'invest it with'some' degree of 
' interest. ' , . ' , " ... ' " ' . 
There i, just enough of pleasurable excitement 'in such a lesson to aroUse 
the'~Dest use of -the facliltiea of 'the 'l:h!ict "~ '. ' ",'. , ",<' 
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, ~f Jt!1~ t~~ne,r does her part there is no fear for the children; they will be 
delightedly interested during the entire exercise. 
· 110'" introduce the lesson, the teacher re<J.uests the class to come .-vithou t 
bOOlts, as there wjll be something new to-day. The pupils come and stand 
ellPectant-tlie teacher awaiting them before the blackboard, crayon in hand. 
She turns to the board'and rapidly draws lines representing cellar steps. If 
the resemblance to steps be not close, then it would be well to suggest that 
-·they were intended to represent steps. The teacher then says, "Now, chil-
, chen, .watch and you will see something going up th~ steps," at the same 
• time 'd!awi'!g the mouse going up. " What is it?" .. A mouse! A MOUSE !" 
th!i 'C1ilss answer. "Now watch and you'll see anothe~ mouse going down." 
The teacher then prints-<>r writes-the first paragraph upon the board, call-
~iDg.for yolunteers to read '; at the same time, telling them that it is all about 
r,ro little mice. . 
· Tru; next step is naming the mice. The ' children may be allowed to choose 
nam~s if the teacher prefers. It is not necessary to suggest anything further. 
The teacher will gafher the thought from what is ,here given. Much can be 
made of the direful catastrophe averted by the running ~way of the mice. 
Have 'the lesson read paragraph by paragraph; indeed, word by word, if ne-
Cfl~rY; and at th,e close, have it all read by individual members. The class 
~,~produce it in :writing, after passing to their seats. Their attempts to 
reproduce the picture will not be the least pleasing part of the exercise. 
Wiuonsin yournalof Education. MRS. E. B. BRIGGS. 
SECURING ATTENTION. 
~'All agree that ,natural aptness has much to do with the success of the 
teacher, especially in the management and training of young children. Were 
we called upon to define'what is meant by " natural aptness" we shauld say 
that it consists very largely in the ability to fix and hold tb; attention of all 
thetpupiJs'to the school work. Tact is an important element in the teacher 
to be exercised i.n se~ring and retainin~ the interest of the young, and i~ 
concentrating their mmds upon the subjects taught. Emerson once said 
I'. the hardest thing to do in the world is to think." The successful teache; 
has more 'than her own thinking to do; she must also train /"r pupils to 
think. The child must be educated to observe closely and fix the attention 
upon whatever is being done. This work must begin with the first steps in 
the pupil's school life, and be continued until it becomes a fixed habit. All 
the. eff,?rts of the school are. a mean~ to this end. Every conceivable plan of 
recltatton should be adopt,ed that Will tend to hold the active attention of all 
the pupils of a class. Many primary teachers fail in their efforts by attempt_ 
ing to explain too much to a few pupils, while the bulk of ,the class are only 
giviug passive attention, and often are absolutely idle and indifferent to what 
is being taught. Many a teacher has been heard to say, .. Oh, if my pupii.. 
' would only give me their attention, I could make them learn I" Would it.not 
better express the honest fact to ask, " If I taught better would not my class 
attend to my teaching?" It is difficult work to give continuous, undivided 
. attention, and the successful and wise teacher will never con tinu~ the strain 
longer than it can be secured by awakening a healthful interest in the subjects 
under consideration. James L. Hughes, Inspector of the Public Schools of 
Toronto, Canada, suggests the following .excellent rules concerning question-
in" a: class, having special reference to securing attention: 
, , 'Do not ask questions in rotation." '. ' . 
"Do not point to the pupil you wish to answer; while giving the question." 
.. Do not even look fixedly at the pupil whom you wish to answer, while 
giving the question." 
., State questions to the class as a w/wle. Ask one member for the 
JUlSwer." 
.. Do not wait an, instant for the answer, when reviewing most subjects." 
_. '.~ Do Dot look steadily' at the pupil who is answering." . 
, .. Do, not repeat a question to oblige those who are inattentive." 
.. Be sure to ask questions of those who are in the slight"t degru inallm-
"flt."-Primary Teacl"r. .' 
PUBLISHER'S NOTES. 
· CONSUMPTION CURED;-An old physici~n, retired from ' practice, having 
. ·had placed in ,.liis hands by an East India missionary, the formula of a 
fimple vegetable remedy for the speedy and permanent cure of Consump-
tion, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all , Th~oat . and Lung Aftections, 
also a positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and all Nervous Com-
plaints, after having tested its wonderful curative powers in thousands of 
ciases, lias felt· it his duty to make it known to his suffering fellows. Actua-
ted . by this motive and a desire to relieve human suffering, 1 will send 
free of .charge to all who desire it, this recipe, in German, French or Eng-
lish, wilh' full directions for preparing and using. Sent by mail by address-
inglwith stamp, naming this paper, W. W. SHERkR, 149 Powers' Block, Roch-
eater; N. Y. ' 
, I , ' 
· 'SU'UW;DNESS AND ABILlTY.-Hop Bitters so freely adver.tised in all the 
t:'apers~ secula.r .a~d religious,. are having a large sale, and are supplanting 
~l oIlier ~edlcmes • . :rhere IS no denying the virtues of the Hop plant, and 
the propnetors of these Bitters have shown great shrewdness and apility in 
~I!!pounding a .Bit~en, whose·virtues are so PaIp.ahle.· to eveJy one:( 'obser-ftfion.-EzawlJtu,. and Clwonielt. 
• " \ 1 
GOOD READING. 
. THE SEED. 
A wonderful thing is a seed; 
The one thing deathless forever! 
The one thing changeless-utterly true-
Forever old and forever new, 
And fickle and faithless never. 
l?lant blessings, blessings will. bloom; 
Plant hate, and hate will grow; 
You can sow to-day, to-morro .. will bring 
The blossom that proves what sort of. thing . 
Is the seed, the seed that you sow. 
-Selu!ed. 
THE WEALTH OF THE 'UNITEP STATES. ' 
:, 
We stand near the head of the list-thir,d on the list of all ~e Welte_rn , 
nations. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland head~ the list 
wilh a capital valuation of $44,400,000,000; then comes France )Vith $,36;-
700,000,000; the l)nited States with $32,000,000,000; Germanv \\lith ,$22,000,-
000,000; Russia with $15,000,000,000; and the Low CountriCls wilh $U,ISO,-, 
000,000 of capitp.1 collectively. T,hese are tbe valuations, \Dade by those 
countries of their entire resources. What is the annuaIJ!1~q\De pe,r i!1habi~; 
a'lt i,n various countries? We come to the 'fron t in thi~ col1!pariSon. The, 
average annual income in the' United Kingdom is $t65, iti the United States : 
$165 also, in ~he Low Countries $130, in France $125; in the Brjt~h Colo-
I)ies $90, in Ge1]l1any and also in Scandinavia $85. }n this ~ckoning Russia; ' 
with her 90,000,000 peop.1e, is out of sight as yet;.s!ie will not b,e so very long. 
On the score of annual accumulation our case is even better':""relatjvely far 
better. The annual accumulation of wealth in Germany is $200,009,000; it 
is $325,000,000 in the United Kingdom, $375,000,000 in France, in the Upited 
States it is $285,OOO,000! Our increase in national wealth since 1850, says 
a goo.d. En~li~ authority~ ~ou\d be e,no~gh, to ,purc~a~e . t~e w!to!e Ger~an ' 
Empire, With ItS farms, CIties, banks, shlpptng, manufactures. etc. The aD-
nual accumulation has been $825,000,000, and therefore each decade adds 
more to the wealth of the United. States than the capital value of Italy 'or 
Spain. Every day that the sun rises upon the American pepple it sees an ad.: 
dition of $2,300,000 tp the wealth of the Republic. 
BEACONSFIELD AND GLADSTONE. 
[Lord Beaconsfield died last Tuesday morning after this matter "as in 
type.] , " . 
The two greatest' of living political leaders in England command just now 
a larger measure than. usual of public sympathy and attention. DIsraeIi, . 
I!:arl of Beaconsfield; who has been the leader of the Tories or Conservatives 
since 1852, lies at the point of death, while William 'E. Gladstone, who has 
been, since the death of Palmers ton, the leader of . the Liberals, hajl entered 
upon wltat he believes to be the last of his gre. t Parliamentary-fights. .Du-
raeli is reported to have said on his sick bed that he hopes' to ' live long 
enough to tear the foreign policy of his great riv.al to tatters, and Gladstone 
said in Parliament the other day that the budget· lie then presented was pri5 .. 
bably the last he would ever ofter. ' ,~ 
No man has had a more wonderful career than the veteran statesman whO', 
on a sick .bed, at the age of 76, Ilelieves he will live to make another· great 
speech in Parliament. He was born in Londo~ in 1~05, and, .if the gossip 
tells the truth, was remarkable for his personal benuty and conversational-
powers while yet a boy. He went to Germany at the age of 19, and two 
years later published, his first novel, "Vivian Grey." He then made an ex_ 
tended foreign tour, and, in 1831, published" The Young Duke." .~. Conta-
rini Fleming" appeared in 1832; II The Wondrous Tale of Alroy" a!\d 
"The Rise of Iskander" in 1833 ; several political pamphlets in 1834, ' " A 
Vindication of the English Constitution" in 1835;' .. Runnymede " '-and 
" Henrietta Temple" in 1836, .. Venetia" in 1837, ," Count Ailarcos " , in 1839, 
" Coningsby II jn 1844, .. Sibyl" in 1840, II bion in Heaven" and" TaDcred /' 
in ·1847. "Lothair" in 1870, and" Endymion " in 1880. His first novel was 
as great a suc,cess as his last, and the stories are constructed on much the 
same principle . .. The period, from 1847 to 1870, marked by the silence of.lhls ·· 
pen, was the most active portion of his political career. He ,made an attemPt 
to enter Parliament in ~8al, but was defeated, and was defeated . again In' 
1834, and again in ~835. At last, in 1837, in tlie first Padiamentof :the reign 
of Queen Victoriaj-he entered the House of Commons as '" €onservative. ' 
Tnose who had expected that his political life would open as brilliantly ,as 
had 'his literary caree. were doomed to disappointment. . His first Ireec;h.was 
a complete failure, and the House refusing to listen, he said: '~ il wil lit down 
now, but the time will come when you wilJ'hear me." .' , 
Ten years later he began to take,a leading part in the House debates and 
in 1849 became the recognized leader of the Conservatives, a position' thd 
he has held up to this time. He was made Chancellor of ·the Exchequer- bi 
1852, but remained in office only a few months. Aftel the downfall of 'Balmer-
ston in 1858 he again w.ent Into office' with th_e Earl of ,Derby, and went'out' 
w.ith th.e defeat ~f his electoral reform bill in 1859. He retumed to offioe 
again' w.it.h th~ Earl !!f Derby, in 1666, and in 18~8 became PRme Minister:' 
He remamed 10 office but a few months, when hl!'Wll.s succeeded, by'GIadstone. 
In 1874-he again became Prime.)iinister, holding'office until 1880; ' when -b'lf 
again gave pliLce,to Gladstone. " '. ' '" ." 
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..Gladstone entered Parliament in 1832, and as early as 1834 was a junior 
J;.ord of the T~as!uy :u,l!der Peel. He' was under Secre!l'fY fo{ Colonial af-
, fairs in 1835, when Peel went out of office. When Sir Robert Peel returned 
to office, in 1841, Gladstone was made a member of the Privy Council, Vice 
President_of the Board of Trade, and Master of the Mint. He ,was made 
President of tbe Board of Traue in 1843, and Secretary for the Colonies in 
1845. He became Chancellor of the Exchequer under the Earl of Aberdeen 
in 1853, and retained the place under Palmerston until 1856, when Disraeli 
became Chancellor for a few months. Gladstone took the office again in 
1859 and held it until 1866, when he was again succeeded by Disraeli. After 
the death of Lord Palmers ton, in 1865, Gladstone became the leader of the 
1I0use of Commons, and became Prime Minister in 1869. He remained in 
office until 1874, when Disraeli succeeded him. Gladstone was inclined to 
tetire from political life, but last year took his old place as leader of , the 
,Liberals, entered into the canvass with great earnestness, and on defeat of 
, the Conservatives again became Prime Minister. 
It will be seen that this two men ,have worked up on parallel lines. They 
were rivalJ first in the management of the finances. and later in the govern-
ment of the country. It'is a curious fact that in 1852 Lord Derby tendered 
to Gl&dstone the place he afterwards gave to Disraeli, and made the same 
-oll'er on his return to power in 1858. In fact, while Gladstone declined a 
€abinet appointment under Derby, he accepted the appointment of Lord 
Hi&1i Commillioner to the Ionian Islands. Another interesting fact is that 
when ,Disraeli became Prime Minister in 1874, he complimented Gladstone's 
management of the finances, and adopted many of the reforms and methods 
the latter had introduced. In Beaconsfield's last novel, it will be remembered 
that" Endymlon Farrara (Disraeli) is made to sav: "I should not care how 
lazy I was if I could speak like ,Hortensius ;" that is to say, like Glad-
stone. ' 
Beaconifield and Gladstone have had great influence il! shaping English 
legislation for thirty years, and for ihe last fifteen years have had more in-
Quence.dian any other men in shaping the policy of the British Government. 
It now seems possible that the life of the one may end just as the other is 
a&out to crown his old age with one of his greatest political triumphs.-Inler (J)uan. ' , , 
SINGULAR CONNEC.'~ION BETWEEN DUST ,AND FOGS. 
'---
,Wihat Seems at first .eIght a ~ery startling and paradoxical scientific theory 
haS been ,laId before the Royal Society of Edinburgh by Mr. John Aitken. 
11hi. theory, briefly stated, is that, were it not for dust, we should have no 
fO&s or c1ouib. In other words, the particles of water-vapor in the air 
will not combine with each other to form a cloud'particle, unless the va-
por have a solid nucleus on which to condense. Every ' drop, therefore, 
liowever small, which &oes lo form the mass of a fog or cloud, has been 
(o.rmerly represented in the atmosphere by a dust-particle, which the va-
por condensing upon it has made visible. Strange as this theory at first 
&ppears, 'Mr. Aitken,'s experiments are ,clearly in the -direction of proving 
,its truth. In one of these experiments, steam was 'mixed with air in two 
large-glass receivers, One of these receivers was filled with common air; 
the other with air which had been carefully passec;\ through a cotton-wool 
filter, and all dus~ removed from it. In the unfiltered air, the steam gave 
,the',Dlual and well-known cloudy form of condensation' while in the fil-
tered air no cloudinesl whatever appeared. ' 
, .other experiments were, made with the same result, warranting Mr. 
Aitken to draw the followlDg I=onclusions: (I) that whenever water-vapor 
coQdenael In the atmosphere it always does 10 on some solid nucleus; 
(~). that dnst-particles in the air fonn the nuclei on which the vapor con-
denses; (3) that, if there was no dust, there would be no fogs, no clouds; 
no milts, and , probably no J'!lin, and that the supersaturated air woul!! 
convert every object on the surfas:e of the earth into a condenser on which 
it_ wonld deposit; '(4) our breath; when it becQmes visible on a cold morn. 
, big, and ev~ry P!lff of steam as it escapes into the air, show , the impure 
&nd dusty ~ndltlon of our atmosphere. As to the existence of this atmos-
pheric dust, there can be little doubt. 
, Everyone knowl that tbere are myriads of microscopic creatures ,in exist-
fllce, 'and, that , these must from their nature have a supply of food in mi-
• ~plc ' particles. The , fine, invisible dust therefore, which pervades 
o.nr- &tmosphere Diust, whatever its source, contain. ,!ithin it Jlot only , par-
" ticles of fnoJlADlc matter, bJ,lt many germs of hvmg substances-a fact 
wliich ,has been proved repeatedly in connection 'with the experiments 
~ar.I~ on tile fallacy 0r:spontan~oU8 generation: Any substance, whether 
minel.1\1, ve&etable, or aDimal, which breaks up into minute parts contri-
, but .. to the supply of this atmospheric dust. Even the spray f;om the 
, • OCCIIt!, ,when d~ed and converted , into, li~e dust, has been shown by e~peri­
ment,~ be an' Important lource. ' Mr. Aitken also showed that, by Simply 
Ii_ting any -su~stance, ,suc~ as a piece of g~, iron, bras,s, etc., .a cloud 
of aut was. dnven oil', .which earned along with pure air into the experi. 
,mental receIVer, gave rise to a c;\e,nae fO& when mixed with steam. "So 
delicate is this test for dUlt, that if we heat the one-liundredth of a ' grain 
~ iron Wire, the dUlt driven 011' from it will &lve a distinct cloudiness in 
the ~ent&1 receiver; ,and if we take the wire out _of the .appnatus; 
pd 10- much as touch it wlth our fingers and , again replace it, it will 
&pin be active as a cloud-pr~ucer.'l ' • ' 
~. to the dult.producing capacity' of the dill'eren~ substances,' experi. 
mented upon, common sl\lt was fonnd to be one of the most active. When 
b\Wlled in & fire or i,n alcohol fliune, It eave an intensely fOI1-p.roducing 
atm~phere, But lalt, apln, was qnite outdone by snlphur which wal tlie 
r.ctivF eubatPce exper,imented upom , It gave . rise to a 10& so dense 
it wAi impouible to He through . , thic:laiesa onwQI inches of it. ' 
, - . 
The dust.particles which form the nuclei of fog and cloud, must not be 
. confounded with the minute dust-motes which are revealed to us by a beam 
of sunlight when shining into a darkened room; because these dust-motes 
' can be entirely removed by heat, and yet the air remain active as a cloud-
producer. The heat would seem to break up the larger motes which reflect 
the light, into smaller and invisible'ones, When dust-particles are spoken of, 
therefore, it must be understood that reference is not Dlade to such motes ' as 
the sunlight reveals, and which- a~ comparatively lal'lte, but to those, in-
finitesimally small particles which are quite invisible. -
The theory of Mr. Aiken's is not unlikely to lead to some discussion in , 
its relation to the question of city fogs, such as those that darken and defile 
London. Deductions, however, must_ not be allowed to weigh 'iainst facts 
which ~e 'ascertainable by experiment; and although, in the larger field of 
nature, outside the laboratory of the physicist, agencies may be called ,into 
play to modify in some respects the conclusion based upon these experiments, 
yet, looking at the matter as a simple discovery in the domain , of meteorolo-' 
gical science, the facts ascertained by Mr. Aitken in this connection are, of . 
immense value. Among other things, they prove the beneficial service of 
cotton-wool respiratols to persons who suffer f.om ast~matic _or, pulmonary 
affections, or even to heillthy persons who reside in districts liable 'to ' be in-
vaded by fogs or mists. As we have seen, it was impossible to raise any fog 
in a receiver containing air which had been filtered through. cotton-wool, the , 
air being absolutely pure, and uncontaminated by those microscopic particles 
which not unfrequently contain in them the germs of disease alld death. The 
discovery of the connection between fogs and dust seems to us to be ' one of 
the most useful, as it is one of the most curious, scientific achievements of 
the century.-Cham6ers' 70u,.,.al. 
MISS WILLARD IN THE SOUTH. 
Miss Frances E. Willard, the Illinois temperance champion, President of 
the Womalls"Christian Temperance Union, is thrilling the South with her 
eloquence. The:Greencastie (N. C:) Daily News s!-Ys: ' 
If ever an audience was completely captivated by a speaker, the.large on'e 
that filled the Methodist Church last night was' by Miss Frances E . Willard, 
and the universal expression of delight was as much of a compliment to the 
hearers themselves as to , her. See has a very sweet. pure and womanly, face, 
her dress shows the acme of. good taste-which is said to consist in mak-
ing a pleasant impressi_on withoJ,lt, leaving any distinct idea of what one has 
on-and her gestures, are beautifully natural, free !lod graceful. She speaks 
, in a clear, rapid monotone, almost as-if , recithig, the occasional,rise and (an 
' in her voice at the proper times being pleasantly musical. _ She never hesi-
tates for a word or slurs one-:-all is clear and sweet as a bell, and as smooth 
as the flow of water, and she ~akes even the Western accent, usually so un-
pleasant to Southern ears, delightful. She is an iIlustra,tion of the tremen_ 
dous attractive 'and persuasive power of a womanly woman supported by a 
str"ng intelle~t. No man could see and hear her without being drawn into 
sympathy wi th her , whatever his sentiments might be. Her thorough femin-
inity, which was especially manifest last night, when she once or twice 
doubled up her small fist to express some idea of force and power, can not 
but move a man to lend her aid ,in whatever ,she is undertaking, and her 
evident eAm,estness must command respect and admiration. 
At the conclusion of her address, which was listened to with the closest 
attention and evident keen interest, the cards were passed around for signa_ ... 
tures: One hundred and forty-six persons ~igned, feinale signers "nrolling 
themselves as members of the Woman's Teinperance Union, ,and ' ma:\es a. ' 
honorary members of the same organization, pledged to total abstinence and 
a contribution of fifty cents a year to the pu1!lication fund. .. 
,,.; 
THE ART' AND PRACTICE OF TEACHING. , 
Genius ~ been defined as "long patience." But this definition',would 
suit equally well good teaching. Patience, as well as imagination, is requir-
ed by teacliers to note the 'difficulties of pupils fro~ their point of vie_w. 
John Wesley once heard his -father say to his mother, .. Why do you tell t~t 
blockhead the same thing twenty times?" and she replied, " Simply because; 
if I had told the blockhead the same thing only nineteen times, I should have 
lost all my trouble." This 'was spoken in the very spirit of good teaching. 
But' it 'is not enough to repeat explanaU6ns in the same words. A child '!lay 
see a thing 'in one light and not ,in another; and 'here there is room for g~eat 
Ingenuity in discovering more and more intelligible statements-in ringing 
the changes of explanation. The teacher might well take hints, from-,tlie 
sbowma~; for wi~~h children, seewg is believing. -t 
The Christian WOf'ld thus 'se~ at, rest a perplexing, question ~~~n~ , ~~i; 
cnltural edit,ors : " Many, of the ,agricultural , journals _ are sorely troubled to 
know whether a hen sits or sets. Ir some editor of dignity would 'set a hen 
on a nest, and the editors ,,"ould let her set, it would be well (or the :world; 
Now a.man, or woman either, can ,set , a hen, although ,they cannot sit he,; 
neither can they sit on her, although the old hen might ,sit on. them', bY,the 
hour if they 'would allow. A: man cannot set' on the wash-bench; but he 
could set the basin on it:"'and neither the, basin nor the(gn.,mmanaIis woUld 
ollject. He could sit on a dOg's tail if the dog were willing; od~e might set 
his foot on it. " But it he slionld set on tlie aforesaid tail, or sit 'his foot'lthelei 
tlie grammarians, as -well as tlie dog :would howl. And yet, .tranie as it may' .. 
seem, t11e man, might--setJthe, tail 'aside and~ then sit_down, and 'neither rbJ:':"~ 
aai1ed.!>J the dog n!!r the ,grammarians," ' ,,'- ..l '~ , " ';,,!'.-/ 
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THE EARTHQUAKE AT ISCHIA, 
A SCENE OF TRAGIC INTEREST, 
Of all the lovely islands which dot the bay of Naples, verging their tender 
- hues of green and gray into the deep purple of its waters, the loveliest 
and by far the most frequented is Ischia, Four steamers daily connect it 
' with the mainland, and thousands of visitors throng the island in the season 
of the baths, in search of health from its powerful hot springs, or refreshment 
from its cool and salubrious climate. Just now the tragic interest of sudden 
destruction invests the charming spot, and stranger and citizen alike desert the 
century old ruin ·of Pompeii to gaze with compassionate eyes on the newly 
buried city, victim ·of the same dread forces. . . . 
_ On the. 4th of March. at the v~ry .hour when in tranquil Washington the 
new PresIdent took oath to malDtam the fixed order of things, in volcanic 
Ischia a tremendous earthquake overwhelmed and engulfed the principal 
town of the island, razing to the ground over two hundred houses and swal-
lowing up several hundred human victims. The news, telegraphed immedi-
ately to Naples, fell like a thunderclap on the city, no shock having been felt 
here, although the island is o"ly distant some fifteen miles from the mole and 
only·two and one-half· miles from the mainland at Cape Misenum. A-st~am­
cr was immediately dispatch~d, carrying assistance in the shape of a staff of 
II\lr~ns, a company of the hne, and a company of sappers and miners. The 
next day t~e e~tire flee! of the Procida Ischia Company.was brought into 
play, and IS sltll steamlDg constantly between the unfortunate island and the 
city of Naples. On one of these vessels, the Risposta, in company with a 
party of friends, I visited the scene of disaster on yesterday. It is but little 
. over a year since, on the same vessel, I made the same trip but under what 
different circumstances! In the height of the season, the' boat laden with 
Kay ~ourists and summer excursioni~ts, a band of music at the prow, holiday 
bunltng at the mast-head, cheerful !tfe on every hand, even in the busy puff 
of the plun~ng eng!nes. T~-day the grim apparatus of surgery, portable 
ambulances, htters, b~ers ; the Implements of the corps of sappers and miners 
we have on board-pIcks, axes, shovels-on every face horror, commisera-
tion, and on many actual anguish; for there are those of our number who 
go to seek missing friends. 
Half-way down the bay we meet the Tifeo, of the same line her deck 
Jiterally covered with wounded, crushed, dying humanity, on the way to 
the great hospitals of Naples. Vet, "as the vessel · rounds the bold pro-
monto~ of Porcida, crowned wi~h it.s picturesq~e castie, and comes in sight 
• of the Island and town of IschIa, Just across Its tumultuous ' channel the 
. fint sensation of every one is one of surprise. Nothing seems cha~ged 
The quiet little town, ~ay with its many colored houses, as of old com: 
fortably hugs the curvlDg beach; the sapphire waves run racing up the 
aands, sparkling in the snnshine; above and b.eyond the hilly slopes are 
green WIth the leafage of early spring ; Moun t Epomeo, scorched and aged 
with i~ lofty sum!"it hidden. by light clou~s-a v~lcano less extinct tha~ 
latent II seems-Is the on~y slDlst~r feature 10 the ~miling landscape. But 
here. as o;lsewhere, nature IS delUSIve, 
Sbe meets with smiles our bitter grief, 
With IODP Qur groaD. of woe ; 
for just beyond these first sunny slopes. lies 
RUINED CASAMICCIOLA. 
The most important point of the Island, because ihe seat of the wonder-
fUl minenol springs which are justly considered the! most efficacious in Eu-
rope. Casamicciola had become ill these latter ' <I1ys one of the most po-
pular watering-places of the Mediterranean. Comf\lrtable .hotels had been 
built; and private dwellings, being largely used in ! the season for the ac-
commodation of strangers, had taken on an aspectl of beauty and attract. 
iveness ~rely met ~ith !n small Itali~n towns. In other times, donkeys, 
horses, sedan . c~atrs! tIDy pony.carrta~es, atten~ants of every species, 
thronged the dlmlDultve mole on the arflval of st~"mers, to aid travelers 
in making the ascent to the upper part of the CIty, whc;re the hotels and 
lodgings were situated. Here, first · of all. the difference struck one most 
forcibly-a few miserable wretches huddling toget~er under the arches of 
the custom house and bath establishment, almost ; the only buildings left 
intact. As we land and mount tbe deserted way, la great silence, broken 
now a nd then by what seems a clap of thunder, and is, instead, a build-
iDg 'which, cracked and tottering under the uphe~val of ' the earthquake 
yeSterday, 'suddenly tumbles under the lighter blow of the wind to.day. . 
Arrived at the centre of the city, a scene of desolation indescribable in its 
gloom' meets the view. A tumbled heap of ruins, mangled and crumbled walls, 
splintered timbers, ,broken furniture: here and there a fragment of wall 
atanding seamed with ghastly cracks; and seeming tb tremble with the wind' 
half 'the iron rail 'of Ii balcony suspended, the footing gone; !tere a bed' 
there a baby's cradle; a staircase "leading up to no~ght," the solitary iro~ 
gateway of a once beautiful villa with its.name, "Motl repos," in gild~d let-
ters over the arch, a repose which ends iI! , anothFr longer and silenter; 
tr,_. u~t~m and overthrown: on .;)Oe of the walls a scarlet blanket hanging 
heaVIly like a bloody banner of death. Over all the ruin, affirming as it 
were, in tit.e mid~t of.disaster a something beyond. which shaU.right things 
Kone so blmdly m thIS world, the beU-tower of the church, sitU standing 
with the clock marking I :QS f. M., the instant of the shock, as if it, too: 
were alive and had died with the rest. . , 
". 'rhe ~arthquake lasted nine seconds, and was c!>l"Posed of three distinct 
, .tro~the first, undulatory; the second, a movement or upheaval, called in 
~ol~nlc ~ar~~ce, sussultory; and the final one vertical. Under this com_ 
bjD~ .straln It. IS not surprisin.g that .the solidest stIVctures g~ve way .. The 
eArtli OP«:~e4 ~ .many places.m deep golfs, and all atQ.ng .the ~out~ It;ad~ng tj) 
~e scene of disUter . the &,rOund is seamed with .craclti at least a. yard in 
depth, that run like thril~s of terro;>r over all the surrounding territory. The 
moment of the shock belDg the dmner hour, nearly everyone was within his 
four walls., Many, ho.w~ver, :>t the first movement, fleu into the open fieJUs 
~nd were. saved; but It IS esltmated that over five hundred have been buried 
m the rUIDS, The corpses thns far exhumed have been one hundred and 
twenty-seven, and an equal number of wounded. 
As we pick our way over the .ruins we find the sappers and 'miners already 
at work, but they are too few for the " .' . 
MAGNITUDE OF THE DISASTER. 
The soldiers, too, and a company of convicts brought from the castle a~' 
Tochia for the purpose, labor heroicaUy ; ·but a thousand !!len would not be 
too many for the prompt succor of so many unfortunates ·and without doubt ~any who migbt h~ve been saved ha~ Ischia been Napies, dle from exhaus: 
tlO~ and want of aIr. .B~t t~e q\l.eslton of ~read for tbose who survive,. is a 
seno,"s one. The survlvmg mbabltants, panIc-stricken and mad with appre_ 
henSIOn, are camped on the bleak flanks of Epomeo or in the vineyards 
around, with tents improvised of saplings and blanket;' In many cases'they. 
are too much exhausted from want of food to be able even t.} see)<. assistance. 
Others st.and in groups around the busy delvers, silently weeping. There are 
no loud cri~s-no voc!ferous grief. A !"o;>ther hugs her dead baby, a cbild of 
four years, m her arms ,and affirm~ that It IS not dead to those whO) want to carty 
it away to that dreadful common tomb in the graveyard: but she says it· 
unde! ·her breat.h. It seems as if tbe ordinary loquacity of grief, so notice-
able ID the Itahan peasantry, were completely overawed and silenced by the 
immensity of their misfortune. , . . 
. A year or more .'~go, I witnessed an excavation spec4>-lly. ordered by the 
director of PompeII for myself and a party of friends. I remember how 
ke~n was our, interest, bow vast our pity, as out of that tomb of eig~tten 'cen-) 
tunes emerged the scattered bones of a skeleton. But those emotions were 
nothing to the heart-ren ding compassion which pervades everyone of us as 
we watch the slow process of exhumation in Casamicciola. The dead are 
loaded on a. eart in heaps. It is lhe living that must be cared for. Among 
the former are many singularly. lovely children, some with cheeks rosy as in 
life, others h9rribly contorted. A mother with her baby at the breast was 
unearthed yesterday .. At the ~ustom-house, which is converted into a species 
of morgue, one of, the sappers drew me to a corner ·to show me a group which 
may truly be calle'd tlie modern Niobe. It was a motlier arid two children: The' 
dead woman with her right arm presses the two litlleones to her breast and rests 
her left hand protectingly on the head of the smaller, a darling, blonde-haired 
baby of two years, wbose face is bidden in her mother's bosom. _ And on tlie 
blonde head that mother's hand' extended to defend it has become a pair of 
pincers in the death agony. In a well. known hostlery, a sort of popular 
restaurant, a similar group is found. Two women and a child clinglDg des-
perately to each other, the little ~boy's arms tight locked around his mother's 
neck. Six thousand francs in money are found in the crushed till of the 
counter. Farther on stands a broken corner of a house. We scarcel, no~ 
tice it except to go by on the other side, wlien one of the officers sees what' • 
seems a signal from the solitary window, a white handkerchief. It may· be 
only a rag hung oU.t.to dry, but the .brave soul in command of the cpmpany 
of sappers and mmers, Col. ParodI, orders a halt, and hoists a ladder, It 
is not long enough. A splice is made; the wall seems to qui;er or is it 
only the clouds that move? A dozen brave fellows rush to th~ ladder 
"Stand back," cries the colonel, •• l' am the man who goes up !" and up h~ 
goes while we watch with trembling lips, and the peasant women flinling 
themselves on their knees, murmur their desperate aves. A moO:ent after 
th~ brave officer appears at the window witb sOlpething on his shoulders. 
It IS a w~man. Another sapper rushes up the l~dder; and the two carefully,; 
lower theIr burden. Once on the ground she begms. to run like a mad thibg. 
Captured and carried to the hospital, it is ascertained tbat she is unhurt but 
perfect)y insane. She neither eats, drinks nor speaks; her only' 'impu'\:~ i. 
~~ " 
IN THE EXCAVATIONS 
two persons are ex~umed alive, having been protected by an arched doorway. 
The first, as the light penetrates to her hiding-place, spring. up like one 
sud~enly awak~ned, and as.suddenly falls down again.. The military.dbetor 
who a<:com~~D1ed each squad .of w~rkers gives her salts t.o inhale and' (tfi'en 
a cordIal. No. I am not thIrsty,' she says, drawing a long breath ' " ,Oh' 
the sweet air!1' •• Vour name?" .. Madelena Mennella." · .. How 'ao yo~ 
feel?" Are you hurt ?" the doct,!r .asks.. .. No! I'm all right! ali! air-air 
- .--. She opens her mouth as If to IDhale It, throws back her head.......and 
dies! . . I . ... ..: ... 
Oh, t!;te pity of it I This was the proprietress of the restaurant before 
spoken of, 'Yell-to.do and .of kindly hearl, say t~e neighbors. The OtliCII 
when found IS apparently lifeless, but, OD exammat!on, her heart is found fo 
beat feeb~y, and she is. carried to tbe hosp~tal, w1i'ei-e ·1 ' leirn this morDing 
,that she IS not onlt ,allve but out of danger after forty-eight hours of burial I 
I asked 'II' hat she remembers of the catastroplie. " 'What can l tell?" ahc re-
plied: •• It was a tumble and a darkness !'.' To write these thliiJ,s is as one 
wer e reading al~ud a page of Bulwer's" Last Days of Pompeii" for theae ' ar~ ,truly Pompelan scenes. flew; fresh, appalling. These red fres~oes are not 
palDt~d, they ~re dashes ~f h~man blood I Here is actual horror. not arch. 
~.Ioglc.sesthettcs.; deep. pIty, n;lstead of vo;ne~tipn ; Sisie vialtw.-.Cllieap 
~ ,"ur. 
Some ~~ve Wondered"th.at disputes ah?ut ~pin.lo.n8 should so on~n CDd iii> ' 
person~~ties ; but.the fact IS that such dISputes begin ,with penonalhies for 
our oplDlons are a part of ourselves: ' 
Relitions take the greatest liberties, and giv.e the least assistance. 
THE' EDUCATIONAL WE~IaY. 
WELCOMED WITH PRAISE AND DELIGHT, 
ARE THE 
W AGGO.NER SCHOOL MOTTO,ES, 
By Teacher,. Scholar and Parent, 
Anc;l the following opinions, given, most cheerfully: 
" The Mottoes are received, they exceed my most sanguine expectations. ' They are alt you clai", 
ror them: J ; W. KEISNER, Pleasant Hill, Indiana. 
" Mottoes have come safely; am highly pleased; wish I could have had. them SOO,l1er, that's al1." 
. ANNA J . EDMONDS, Pleasantvi1le, Indiana. 
"I have received your Mottoes, and ,they far exceed expectations; hung .them yesterday and their 
Influence was distinctly marked. Every school should have them." 
A. G. GILLlLAN,jackson, Ohio. 
"Mottoes received; I am very much pleased with them. I know they are useful for I- was a 
schoolboy once; and wel1 do I remember one motto, • Do Right.' " C. H. LEE, Kentland, Ind. 
. "Your mottoes came yesterday; am well pleased with them. They are just what I warit in my 
Ichool and I think they .are just what every teacher should have to make the school room attractive 
to the pupils.'" L. W. KOONS, Huntington, Indiana. 
"Your Mottoes are indeed beautiful and eff~ctive in their·inlluence." . 
'. G. R. THROOP, Pryorsburg, Ky. 
" Mys.elr and scholars like the Mottoes." A. FLANAGAN, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 
"Your Mottoes I like very much, would not part with them for four times their cost unless I 
'could get more." . T. L. BARTLE, Alfordsville, Indiana. 
II The Mottoes furnish praiseworthy sui jects for thought and for elevating the ambitions of pupils. 
I cannot do without them." F. GILLUM CROMER, Union City, Indiana. 
"The Mottoes are tip-top, worth more than the cost of the whole thing." . _ 
. M, CHIDESTER, Parson., Kansas. 
"The Mo.ttoes have had a good effect." T. S. OLIVER, Williamstown, Ka'!sas. 
"It I. dilly after the teacher has once used your Mottoes that he can appreCiate their advantages." 
W. S. BROWN, Danville, Indiana. 
"I highly appreciate your Mottoes·in every respect." JOHN M .. FICKLE, Lake City, Iowa. 
"The Mottoes.are a valuable a.rquisition to my school room, and they add greatly to its appear-
ance. I think the scholars are benefitted by them, as by aaily ob~ervation lhey become impressed on 
tIIeir memory and will be useful in their daily lives." EZRA F. PRIEST, Loyal, Wis. 
" Mottoes on the wall are great educators for young and old." 
. PROF. J . O. ApPLEBEE, A. M., Red Oaks, Iowa. 
" YOUI' Mottoes I cannot afford to do without, they are the great~st helps I have in preserving 
order and. good! humor in school." I. L. SPRIGG, Huntsville, Illinois. 
. " Your Mott~s' proved a great pleasure and profit." . . ELLA A. BOWEN, Russel1, Kansas. 
"TbOie Mottoes-well, I could not teach without them." JOHN E. STUART, Crossville, 111. 
.. Would not be without them for $1.00." D. A. BoUGHTON, Upper Grove, Iowa. 
" Mottoes are all that you claim for them. A teacher visited my school ~ few weeks ago, became 
11I1p'lred, said. he would send for them immtt#auly." GEO. G. MILLER, New Bremen, Ohio. 
. "1 have used the Mottoes with success." J. B. NICHdLS, Alliion, Illinois. 
.. The Mottoes are just the .thing for the school room." GEO. LOGAN, Harpers Station, O. 
"'The Mottoes I consider worth more than the price of al1, as they adorn the room as wel1 as 
• ".!toning and interesting the pupils." C. M. BILLINGS, UNION, -Illinois. 
• ~ The Mottoes :t round to not only be of great help in decorating the walls of the school room, but 
also ~ery ~I\couraging to the pupils." DANIEL DANEBY, Carrol1, Ohio. 
.. The effect of the Mottoes was as good as could be desired." 
M. J. McGREw, .Concordia, Kansas. 
" The Mottos have had a very good effect on most of the scholars.'" 
• . . ·WM. RADEBAUGH, Baltimore, Ohio. 
. .. The Mo~toes are ,just what every teaoher should have to adorn his school room. and to advise ' 
ht. acholan to diligence." j J. C. STERRETT, Shelbyville, I~diana. . 
, TIaq are priDted iD Iar&~ t~, aDd ~ cully read __ a larp school room. A rull ~t con.lsta 01 
Tea Mottoes, printed on both . sid~ wgetber with a DO.nble One to ~ang OYer Teacher's Desk. 
, 
H.,.daomol, tied wi~ ribboD ;, p~ted OD bea." 4-ply IiDeD railroad cal-dboanl, 
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VEGE'l'AELIL OOMPOtmD. ~ . 
The P';.ltlve Cure 
For all Fe~e ~omlll~t~~ · .. ", 
This prepara.~on, as its n:ame lII~ftee, co11l1lt84 0J0. J ; 
Vegetable ProJJOrties that are harmless to tho moet del 
lcatolnvaUd. Upon one trtal the merlta of thla Com' 
pound Will be recognized, as reUef is tmmeSUat8 J anc! . 
when ita uae Is continued, In nlnct;r-nino coaee!n· .. hUll 
dred. apcrmanentouroI8eff~"'thousands ·~U1 tee 
tlly. On account of Its proven me.rlts, It.s to-day1'6 
commeDded and preocrlbcd by the best pbyilclAno It 
the oountr7. 
It wtll cure entirely tho worst form. ,of f4ll1n, . 
. of the uterus, Leucorrhcea, irregular and pamrU 
Xenatruatlon,all Ovarian Troubles, Inftamma.tlon AnC 
Ulcera.tf.OD, .Floodlnp, aU D1aplacomonta and. the con _ 
B8Q.uent ap1na1 wealmea, aDd I, especiallT adaptod i< 
tbe Change of Life. It will disBolve and eipel tumon 
from the uterualn an earIT stoae of develop_$. The 
tendencT to cancerous bumors there 11 Checked TeQ 
opeecWy by Its use. . ; 
In tad It h.. proved to be tho rrou Ii 
est and best rcmcdT that hu evor been d1ecovel" , 
eo!. It permeates eve,.,. portion ot the II)'Item, aDdglv .. 
new lUeandvigor. It removes falntness,fl.atulency', de. 
Itroy" alIcravlnlr tor stlmul&utB, and relIevco _ . 
of tbe stomach _ 
It cureo IiloatlDtr, Headacheo. Nenou ProstratlOD 
'General DebWt7, Sloepleanea, DepreaaiOD and IndJ 
geat10D. That tee1lnlr of beariDIr d""", CIUIBIne, J!OoIn 
.. eight and beckacbe, 10 alway" perJIWIOIItIy ClUl'Od bJ 
11<1 woe. It wUlat all times, aDd underall ·oIrcuJDItan 
-. oct In hanDooy with the law that _ &1M 
fomale.,.cem. '. ,~ ;< • 
For Kidnel'Complollllol ot·either, iluJthJo OOID~: . 
10 unaurpasoed. . . 1 • • 
lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable 'COmpo'und ' 
Isprepored atlSS_ aWeotern .ben;", I.yno, .... 
PrIce 81.00. Ills bottJeo tor 11\.00. Sent by mailln tht 
formotpUis,aIaolnthefonnofr-e- OD _1'4 , 
of price, it,.oo, per box, tor either. lira: PINKJUJlr .-
fnl81:r ........... all 1_ ... ot Inqulr)'. . Send. for pam. , I. I 
pbIet. Addreso ... abo~ jIIenlUm .lIIUpaper. • 
No famllyBhouldbewlthont LYDIA It. PINKJUJI' 
LlVERP1LL8. The1 cUre 00D8tI~ BI1IOn'moia 
.zuITon>ld1tl' ot the LITer. I6ceDl<lpi,r bozo 
I ,. 
MORRISON, PLUMlIUlR '" 90 •• Ohic!C.o. m.. 
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